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INTRODUCTION
As the first nation-state to introduce and implement a national family planning program
in 1952, India has an extensive history of population reduction efforts. Organized primarily
through five-year development plans, India’s efforts to influence and reduce fertility rates have
been meet with varying success. What had begun as voluntary family planning with an emphasis
on healthcare, evolved into coercive population paradigms during the mid-to-late twentieth
century. To address the needs for family planning through a non-coercive paradigm, India’s
government announced their first national population policy in February, 2000. Known officially
as the National Population Policy of 2000 (NPP), this policy attempts to reconcile the needs of
India’s citizens for family planning and reproductive healthcare with the desires of the nationstate for development. Praised by many in the international community as a paradigm shift away
from coercive population policy, India’s NPP has been heralded as a decisive and much needed
change towards human rights for women and girls (Menon-Sen, 2013, p.160).
Paradigms are important to population policy in that they not only represent a consensus
amongst certain epistemic communities as to how knowledge is produced and understood
according to certain epistemological and theoretical frameworks, but they greatly frame and
shape our understandings of the social world. The concept of paradigm shift refers to Thomas
Kuhn’s theory of knowledge production, in which the accumulation of new knowledge occurs
through periods of transformation known as “paradigm shifts.” According to Kuhn (1962),
paradigm shifts occur when communities and scholars challenge existing long-held assumptions
of particular paradigms, positing a new paradigm that replaces older forms of knowledge and
understanding (p.114). Within the context of India, the shift from coercive population paradigms
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to the NPP of 2000 represents, to many, a distinct paradigm shift not only in how population
growth is understood in relation to the health and vitality of the nation-state, but also the extent
to which the nation-state pursues population reduction efforts. However, as Mbisamakoro (2014)
argues, two problems arise when claiming a paradigm shift in relation to population policy. First,
paradigm shift “implies that population control is no longer an issue and that the debate on
population control may now be over” (p.5). Second, paradigm shift also implies that what was
wrong with previous population policies and plans is relegated to the past. In doing so, this
creates a siloing effect in terms of understanding population policy within a broader policy
context, as “the possibility of bringing the past into dialogue with the present is significantly
reduced” (p.5).
Statement of Purpose
While discourse surrounding population during the 1990s began to change as
international governmental organizations emphasized a reproductive rights and healthcare
framework to population policies over that of coercion, the extent to which the NPP represents
and reflects a paradigm shift has yet to be explored from a feminist framework of analysis. As
such, the purpose of this scholarship is to analyze the NPP from a transnational feminist
framework to understand whether the NPP represents a discursive paradigm shift towards the
current international population paradigm of reproductive rights and healthcare or whether the
NPP continues to replicate past policy paradigms of population control.
Research Question(s)
India and the NPP were chosen for study after completing a transnational feminism
course during my first year of graduate school, in which I was asked to produce a scholarly
article on a current transnational issue of our choice. Given my passion for reproductive justice
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and women’s healthcare prior to the course, I preliminarily began research on transnational
reproductive justice within a Global South context, but soon found this topic to be quite broad
for a scholarly article. Upon the suggestion of my professor, my research focus shifted to current
events happening in 2016 that were related to transnational reproductive justice. It was around
this time that many media outlets, particularly in the Global North, were focusing on the growing
number of deaths that were occurring in India via mass sterilization camps, many of which were
funded and supported by the government of India. What was shocking about this media coverage
at the time was the amount of attention being paid to the purported “negligence” of the Indian
government, believing that the nation itself was to blame for its “backwards” family planning
practices.
However, what many of these news stories neglected to understand is the complexity of
India’s history in regards to family planning, and the role that international governmental
institutions in the Global North have played in shaping family planning policies and practices.
As a result, my scholarly research during this time focused on women’s sterilization in relation to
globalization and neoliberalism via the World Bank, in order to understand the ways in which
women’s bodies have been constructed as being tied to the development and health of the nationstate, and as such, are viewed as sites in which to enact neoliberal economic policies. While my
research at the time began looking at and drawing connections between the ways in which
institutions in the Global North continue to enact neocolonialist policies upon the Global South,
my research failed to take into account the ways in which nation-states themselves play an active
role via national population policies in shaping reproductive healthcare behavior and practices.
Moreover, upon further reflection, it became apparent that my scholarship prior to this study
positioned India as a passive agent in relation to international governmental organizations in the
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Global North and the policies these organizations create and implement, which unintentionally
reproduced colonialist power relations between the Global North and South.
Remaining interested in the topic of reproductive justice in India, particularly female
sterilization, while also wanting to avoid replicating and reproducing problematic frameworks
from earlier scholarship, my research evolved to focus on understanding how nation-states
themselves create population policy, and how policy is connected to larger institutional
structures, powers, and ideologies. India presents a particularly rich field of study in terms of
population policy and reproductive justice, in that they have an extensive population policy
history that reflects struggles for nation-state autonomy and agency, as well as involvement from
international governmental organizations who have exerted political influence in shaping
population policies in the Global South in very particular ways. As such, this complexity allows
an understanding of the role of political actors in creating and shaping population policy, the
ways in which involvement of particular political actors and institutions affect how population
growth is discursively conceptualized and addressed within formal policy, and by extension, the
ways in which nation-states address concerns over population growth through family planning
programs.
It is important to recognize how my positionality as a scholar located in the Global North,
writing about policy and policy analysis that focuses on the Global South, contributes to the
creation of my research questions. I’m a white, college-educated woman who has lived her entire
life in the Pacific Northwest. My formal education has occurred through the U.S.-centric public
school system, which continues to center and privilege the Global North as drivers of “progress”
and development, while portraying the Global South as “underdeveloped” and in need of
assistance from the Global North. Having dual degrees in political science and women’s studies
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from a fairly large, liberal, predominately white public university, my undergraduate college
education focused primarily on U.S. institutions and structures as mechanisms of oppression and
marginalization, with minimal focus on international policy or issues affecting marginalized
communities within a global context. Given that much of my formal education and training prior
to graduate school has occurred through educational institutions with a U.S.- and Global Northcentric bias, it is important to recognize how this limits the epistemologies I draw from in
regards to political discourse analysis, the types of questions I ask, and the conclusions I produce
from this analysis.
The central question that guides this scholarship is: Does India’s NPP represent a
paradigm shift in terms of how the nation-state conceptualizes and addresses population growth
through its formal population policy? Given the complexity of population policy, political
discourse analysis methodology is employed that will analyze the NPP through three levels of
analysis: situational, textual, and social. While PDA as a methodology is explored in more detail
in chapter two, it is important to understand what PDA entails and how this methodology
structures my approach to my central research question. PDA as a method for analysis attempts
to understand the process of political discourse construction by political actors within political
institutions and the impact of political discourse on the social world (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002,
p.18). Composed of the above-mentioned levels of analysis, PDA focuses on the political and
historical contexts in which political discourse is constructed, how these contexts impact the
formal linguistic and discursive features of policy, and the impact of political discourse on social
practice. These levels of PDA allow for a more nuanced understanding of my central research
question regarding paradigm shift by analyzing processes of knowledge production. The practice
of knowledge production is central to the emergence of new paradigms and necessitates being
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analyzed and understood in relation to textual discourse and social practice. Through this
analysis, the following specific questions will be addressed:
1.   What is the political and historical context in which the NPP was created?
2.   In what ways have formal international governmental institutions influenced/informed
the creation of the NPP?
3.   How do political/historical contexts of knowledge production (i.e. policy) impact the
types of voices, knowledges, and ideologies that are present within the text?
4.   How does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impact what is
recognized and regarded as important?
5.   How does the text of the NPP affect social practices and behaviors in regards to particular
gendered, racialized, and classed bodies?
6.   What impact does the language of the NPP have on the social practices of family
planning and population growth reduction within India?
India’s National Population Policy (NPP)
The NPP is a fairly short population policy with the “bulk” of the policy being around
nineteen pages in length (see Appendix B for the text of the NPP). Eight sections are included
within the NPP, which outline policy objectives and strategic themes that are to be addressed at
the national and state level. Strategic policy themes receive the most attention within the NPP,
with roughly ten pages devoted to outlining and discussing reproductive and child health care
needs as they relate to family planning and population reduction. These strategic themes
encompass a variety of topics, ranging from maternal health and childhood survival, the role of
NGOs in providing family planning care, and increased access to family planning through rural
clinics. Given that the purpose of the NPP is to address healthcare concerns as they relate to
population growth within the nation-state, it is not surprising that the majority of the policy itself
focuses on unmet reproductive and child healthcare needs that prevent stabilization in population
growth.
The text of the NPP itself includes several appendices which outline operational
strategies at the national and state level and government funding; suggest milestones in India’s
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population efforts; present a demographic profile including population growth rates; and give an
overview of unmet family planning needs. Although at first glance the appendices that present
the demographic profile and milestones in India’s family planning efforts appear randomly to
consider the purpose of the NPP to address population growth via reproductive and child
healthcare, a deeper reading shows their inclusion is employed to create an argument for the
necessity of a national population policy. The “milestones” included within the NPP appendices
are rather sparse, detailing major historical and political events in terms of reducing population
growth within India. Although these milestones do not provide much detail, when read alongside
India’s demographic profile, demonstrate that population reduction efforts have thus far been
unable to address the growing population rate of the nation-state and as such, necessitate a
national policy. For example, one of the milestones included is the introduction and
implementation of the 1952 family planning program, which was launched by India’s central
government shortly following independence to address population growth concerns (GOI, 2000,
p.36). The assumption when reading this milestone is that given India’s extensive history of
family planning and population efforts, population growth should be under control and no longer
a concern. However, as India’s demographic profile outlines, population growth rates as
facilitated by high birth and death rates, have largely been untouched by family planning efforts,
which can be attributed in part due to the varied success of their five-year plans.
The inclusion of the final appendix in the NPP, unmet family need, relates to the
argument established in the appendix on family planning milestones and demographic profile, in
that it is included to rationalize a national population policy. Unmet need refers to “the
percentage of women of reproductive age, who have an unmet need for family planning. Women
with unmet need are those who are want to stop or delay childbearing but are not using any
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method of contraception” (U.N., 2014). Unmet need has and continues to be identified as a
driver of population growth, as inadequate access to contraceptives and other family planning
methods in linked to excessive reproduction and overpopulation. According to the NPP, “unmet
need for contraceptive services is estimated at 28%”, with states that have large percentages of
rural, low-caste, and agricultural communities that lack access to contraceptives accounting for a
projected fifty-five percent population increase” (GOI, 2001, p.43). Given that India’s previous
population efforts as outlined in the NPP appendix on family planning milestones have been
largely ineffective at slowing population growth, the inclusion of a focus on unmet need is
employed to argue the necessity of a national population policy, which is assumed to address
family planning as a means to reduce population growth.
While the above mentioned appendices are important to the overall argument within the
NPP regarding the need for the policy, the first NPP appendix, operational strategies, is rather
striking in its lack of concreteness at both the national and state level, and in terms of funding,
regarding how these strategies are to be accomplished and implemented, and through which
governmental structures’ funding is allocated. As mentioned previously, the purpose of the NPP
is to address healthcare concerns as they relate to population growth within the nation-state in
order stabilize population growth. This focus on healthcare for population stabilization is
apparent within the operational strategies of the NPP, as maternal and child healthcare and
increasing access to family planning are central to these strategies. Consisting of sixteen pages in
length, these operational strategies varying greatly from addressing maternal health outcomes
during pregnancy to the role of India’s public health infrastructure in accomplishing improved
health and population stabilization. While these strategies are important in their
acknowledgement of health disparities that impact the health and well-being of women and
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children, these strategies are, for the most part, lacking in concrete detail as to how they are to be
achieved and implemented. For example, operational strategy seven of the NPP focuses on
providing healthcare centers in rural areas, stating that a need exists to
Strengthen the capacity of primary health centers to provide basic emergency and
neo-natal health care (GOI, 2001, p. 23)
Involve professional agencies in developing and disseminating training modules
for standard procedures in the management of obstetric and neo-natal cases. The
aim should be to routinize these procedures at all appropriate levels (GOI, 2001,
p.23)
Improve supervision by developing guidance and supervision checklists (GOI,
2001, p.23)
What these policy objectives demonstrate is an employment of language that lacks specificity in
terms of how these objectives are to be accomplished or what their implementation looks like, as
words such as strengthen, involve, and improve remain subjective and open to interpretation by
political actors and healthcare providers.
Similarly, discussion of funding is largely absent from the NPP, where blanket statements
such as “fund the nagar palikas, panchayats, and community organizations for interactive and
participatory [family planning] activities” (GOI, 2001, p.34) are used in favor of concrete
funding details. While there is some discussion of funding within the appendix on unmet need,
these discussions are largely limited to the necessity of increasing funding to contraceptives, not
to specific program themselves. Included within discussions of funding are acknowledgments of
program cost in terms of healthcare infrastructure, particularly at the state level, and the inability
of states to address these costs effectively. For example, the NPP states that:
primary healthcare centers cost Rs. 24.50 lacs with a recurring liability of Rs 13
lacs. These expenditures are met by the state governments under the basic
minimum services program. However, the financial position of the state
government does not enable them to make these investments in health
infrastructure (GOI, 2001, 43)
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As this quote above demonstrates, the NPP recognizes the financial cost of providing primary
healthcare, that of which states can not adequately provide to their citizens. By focusing on the
cost of primary healthcare over that of contraceptives and family planning, the NPP discursively
positions contraceptives and family planning as the “cheaper” option, that of which states have a
vested interest in providing. In doing so, the generalized focus of funding on providing
contraceptive services ignores the ways in which primary healthcare and other health related
needs are ignored within the policy.
Finally, it is important to focus on the use of language in terms of the construction and
interpretation of the NPP. Language within policy is important in that it is not only a mechanism
in which to describe and convey ideas, but it is also reflective of particular nation-state histories.
As a former British colonial territory, language employed within the NPP is reflective of the
historical construction of language that occurred through colonial subjugation and territorial
occupation. Written and distributed in English, India’s NPP is a linguistically exclusionary
policy in that it excludes large percentages of India’s population from having access to the policy
in a language they are able to fluently read and comprehend. As of the 2001 Indian Census, thirty
major languages other than English were spoken by over one million native speakers and one
thousand five-hundred fifty-nine total languages and dialects were recorded, making India one of
the most linguistically diverse nation-states (GOI, 2001, p.1). Despite this diversity, policies and
government documents continue to be written in English, which was adopted as the nation’s
official language by India’s intellectual and political elite following independence, a trend that
“has been replicated in many parts of the post-colonial world” (Baldridge, 1996, p.10). Although
the percentage of English speakers within India has increased slightly to around twelve percent
as of the last census, English as a first language accounts for less than one percent of India’s total
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languages spoken (GOI, 2001, p.2) and only around four percent of India’s population is able to
fluently speak and write English (Baldridge, 1996, p.10). This is particularly consequential for
specific demographic populations whom the NPP is employed to regulate family planning and
reproductive behavior, as a lack of access to the NPP in a language one is able to read and
comprehend means that policy is applied and enforced upon specific populations who do not
understand the policy itself. In many ways then, language employed within the NPP reflects the
ways in which India’s history with colonization continues to inform processes of policy creation,
as language within policy is employed to re-colonize particular types of knowledges, voices, and
experiences to fit within a linguistically constricted population policy
Theoretical Framework
This scholarship employs transnational feminist theory. According to Boeder-Harris
(2010), transnational feminist theory is a multifaceted framework that explores “intersections of
race, class, gender, sexual orientation, and geopolitical location in an attempt to identify the
myriad oppressions of women that will allow for contextualizing, complicating, and ultimately
strengthening the lens of critical analysis” (p.23). Committed to integrating diverse knowledges,
experiences, and voices within the larger feminist movement, particularly from women in the
Global South and subaltern communities, transnational feminist theory strives to decolonize
knowledge production and praxis within and outside feminist spaces by challenging underlying
Western assumptions that exist within knowledges of modernity. A central component of
transnational feminist theory is the commitment to recognizing differences while engaging in
“cross-national feminist solidarity building,” in order to avoid erasing matters of difference that
impact the lived experiences of women and marginalized communities from the Global South
(Mohanty, 2003, p.509).
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Transnational feminist theory emerged during the 1980s as a critique of liberal feminisms
for its failure to recognize and incorporate diverse voices, knowledges, and experiences within
feminist theory and praxis (Grewal and Kaplan, 1994, p.13). Arguing that liberal feminist theory,
which is largely white, Westernized, and Global North-centric, privileges the experiences of
women in the Global North and positions them as universal experiences for all women,
(Mohanty, 1988, p.335) transnational feminist theory attempts to decenter hegemonic liberal
analysis by recentering the histories, experiences, knowledge, and voices of marginalized
peoples and communities from the Global South. Rejecting concepts of ‘universal oppression’
and ‘global sisterhood,’ transnational feminist theory argues the necessity of locating lived
experiences within multiple and specific axes (i.e., social positionalities and contexts) of analysis
to highlight diversity of experience for women and other marginalized communities in the
Global South.
While transnational feminist scholars have produced a substantial amount of scholarship
problematizing knowledge production within feminist spaces, important to this scholarship are
critiques of knowledges of modernity. Modernity refers to “discourse which structures the
perception of the world not only cognitively through the categories of rationality and science, but
also by means of such values as progress and secularism, which are often inseparably entwined
with the former” (Duara, 1991, p.67). Within the context of transnational feminist theory,
attention is given to the ways in which knowledge production in the Global North participates in
and legitimizes the concept of “progress” through which history is understood and structured. In
particular, transnational feminist theory critiques assertions made within knowledges of
modernity that construct colonization, or the act of territorial occupation and Indigenous
subjugation (Buescher & Ono,1996, p.131), as a fact of the past that has no bearing on the
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present. Recognizing that colonization has historically and contemporarily shaped the trajectory
of nation-states in the Global South, transnational feminist scholars draw upon this history to
examine the ways in which gendered colonization continues to impact the social, economic, and
political experiences of women and communities (Grewal & Kaplan, 1994, p. 13). In other
words, while the physical act of territorial occupation by colonial forces has ended, the enduring
effects of colonization continue to inform the lived experiences of women and marginalized
communities in the Global South. For this reason, gendered histories of colonization are central
to transnational feminist epistemologies that examine and critique knowledge production in
modernity.
Additionally, transnational feminist theory critically analyzes systems of oppression that
are located within modernity to examine the ways in which histories of colonization and
imperialism inform these systems. Of particular interest to transnational feminist scholars is
globalization, which has come to structure power relations between the Global North and South
(Herr, 2013, p.193), and by extension, impact the lives of women and marginalized communities.
Drawing upon postcolonial paradigms, analysis of globalization focuses on the realities of
Western colonialism and imperialism to understand how these histories have shaped the
contemporary world and power relations between nation-states, and by extension, the lived
experiences of women and marginalized communities. Specifically, transnational feminist theory
argues that although colonialism and imperialism have formally ended, many aspects of
globalization replicate neo-colonial practices that negatively impact the Global South. As Scholz
(2010) states,
Multinational corporations and global businesses, largely centered in Western
nations, bring their own colonizing influence through business models,
hegemonic culture, exploitation of workers, and displacement of traditional
trades. Whereas traditional forms of colonialism entailed the colonizer assuming
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the privilege of ruling the colony, this neocolonialism rules indirectly through the
power it creates and enjoys by bringing manufacturing jobs to an area or
providing consumer goods to a people – often Western inspired consumer goods
as well. Old style colonialism often killed or displaced indigenous peoples; the
new style of colonialism impoverishes a culture by swamping society with
Western values, products or ideals. (p.139)
While neo-colonialism has been traditionally understood in relation to economic globalization,
transnational feminist scholars have observed that many of the social and political conditions
created by colonialism, such as racism, cultural marginalization, and asymmetrical power
relations between the Global South by the Global North, have been sustained and intensified by
neoliberal globalization processes (Weendon, 2002). As such, transnational feminist theory
argues the necessity of examining processes of globalization and neocolonialism within multiple
categories of inquiry to understand not only how the Global North asserts authority over the
Global South, but how this assertion of power reinforces systemic inequality and
marginalization.
Part and parcel of transnational feminist analysis of neoliberal globalization and neocolonialism is the deconstruction of knowledge production that exists within these systems to
understand the ways in which knowledge production and systems of oppression are mutuallyconstructing phenomena. Arguing that knowledge production within modernity is based upon
concepts such as “progress”, “modernization”, and “development” that structure how history is
understood in relation to the present, transnational feminist theory examines how knowledge
production within systems of neoliberal globalization and neo-colonialism constructs these
systems as “naturally”- occurring phenomena (Weendon, 2002). Of particular interest to
transnational feminist analysis is examining the ways in which neoliberal globalization and neocolonialism are constructed as natural extensions of “the upward slope of progress,” and the
consequences that arise from the normalization and justification of these systems. Transnational
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feminist scholars have noted that knowledge production within systems of globalization and neocolonialism serve larger purposes of upholding Western ideals and norms, particularly economic
and political norms, to the detriment of women in the Global South, as these norms and ideals
are positioned as a model for the Global South to replicate (Parekh & Wilcox, 2014, p.48).
Subsequently, analyzing the cyclical relationship between knowledge production and systems/
processes of oppression and marginalization (i.e., neoliberal globalization and neo-colonialism)
is a key facet of transnational feminist theory and scholarship.
To provide direction and structure, this thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter one
provides a review of relevant literature on India’s population policy. The purpose of the literature
review is to discuss as well as critique current scholarship via a transnational feminist framework
Following the literature review is chapter two, methodology, which focuses on the origins of
political discourse analysis, methods employed for data collection and analysis, justification for
utilizing political discourse analysis for this particular type of research, as well as the
methodological limitations of my research.
Chapters three through five focus on political discourse analysis of the NPP from the
three levels of PDA. Chapter three focuses on situational analysis of the NPP, in which I explore
the political and historical context in which the NPP emerged, and the political actors, both
domestic and international, involved in the policy creation process. Analyzed through a
transnational feminist framework, I engage in analysis from a lens of knowledge production to
examine the presence and/or absence of subaltern voices and knowledges within processes of
knowledge (policy) production. Situational analysis of the NPP explores the question of
paradigm shift from the perspective of knowledge production and accumulation, which are
necessary for the emergence of a new paradigm. In this chapter I ask the specific questions:
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•   What is the political and historical context in which the NPP was created?
•   In what ways have formal international governmental institutions
influenced/informed the creation of the NPP?
Building upon situational analysis, chapter four focuses on textual analysis of the NPP.
Textual analysis attempts to understand how situational context of knowledge (policy)
production may have bearing on linguistic and discursive features of the text itself. In this
chapter, I explore the ways in which political and historical contexts of knowledge production
(i.e.) policy, impacts the types of voices, knowledges, and ideologies that are present within the
NPP and how the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impacts what is
recognized and regarded as important. Textual analysis of the NPP is important to my central
question of paradigm shift in that discourse within policy is reflective of the paradigm upon
which it is based. This means that textual analysis can reveal how particular themes in policy are
related to particular paradigms. In other words, textual analysis reveals the ways in which
discourse and knowledge have or have not shifted in regards to population policy. In this chapter
I ask the specific questions:
•   How do political/historical contexts of knowledge production (i.e. policy)
impact the types of voices, knowledges, and ideologies present within the
text?
•   How does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impact
what is recognized and regarded as important?
Chapter five, social analysis, examines the relationship between the text and social
practice. “The aim of this [analysis] is to look at the consequences of the text on social practice
[in terms of] whether the text reproduces or changes [dominant] discourses” (Mbisamakoro,
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2014, p.13). In particular, this level of analysis focuses on the impact of the NPP on
reproductive behavior, and whether this impact can be correlated to the ways in which
population growth and reproductive health care are conceptualized within the NPP. This chapter
explores the affects of the NPP on social practices and behaviors in regards to particular
gendered, racialized, and classed bodies, and the impact on the social practices of family
planning within India. Social analysis is important to my question of paradigm shift in that it
reveals the impact of policy on social practices and behaviors, thus revealing whether a paradigm
shift has or has not occurred within policy. In this chapter I ask the specific questions:
•   How does the text of the NPP affect social practices and behaviors in regards
to particular gendered, racialized, and classed bodies?
•   What impact does the language of the NPP have on the social practices of
family planning and population growth reduction in India?
Following chapter five is the conclusion, in which I provide a brief discussion of my research
findings, what these findings mean in the context of the study, and their implications for future
scholarly research.
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Chapter One: Literature Review
Introduction
This chapter is concerned with providing an overview of population scholarship as it
relates to India’s population policies. India’s population policies have been examined and
critically analyzed substantially over the last four decades, as scholars within diverse fields of
study have attempted to examine and understand these policies from different scholarly
perspectives. Within existing literature on India’s population policies, three distinct themes have
emerged, which attempt to explain population growth as it relates to the health and vitality of the
nation-state itself, as well as the role of the nation-state in controlling population growth. These
three themes are: 1) the historical development of population policy; 2) reproductive health and
family planning; and 3) the RCH and Target-Free Approach, a perspective that attempts to
understand the impact of target-free population policy on family planning access.
Although some overlap exists between these themes, specifically in how population
growth within India has, and continues to be, categorized as problematic in relation to the idea of
“overpopulation”, and subsequently in need of outside influence via population policy,
distinctions between themes are apparent. In particular, themes one and two focus on the
historical development of population policy as it relates to regulating population growth, whereas
themes three takes a demographic and public health approach to understand the impact of
population policy. Through this literature review, I attempt not only to position my thesis in
relation to existing population scholarship, but also to demonstrate that while India’s population
policies have been examined and analyzed from a number of different paradigms and scholarly
fields, there remain gaps within the literature in regards to analyzing policy as discourse from a
transnational feminist framework.
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1.1 The Historical Development of Population Discourse in India
As the first nation-state to implement a national family planning program in the midtwentieth century, India has an extensive history of population reduction efforts via formal
population plans and policies. This history has been the focus of numerous scholars who have
attempted to understand the origins of India’s population policies and the historical factors
contributing to their emergence. Most often employing a “historical methodology approach” to
analyze India’s population policy, wherein the focus of analysis is on “the leaders of countries
and organizations to determine what they did and what they believed as policy was developed,”
this strand of scholarship “focuses on telling a policy story based on credible sources” (Hoefer,
2012, p.21). This historical approach to analyzing India’s population policies has typically been
divided into two distinct time periods, that of pre- and post-1994 International Conference on
Population and Development (ICPD). A considerable amount of scholarship has focused on
policy development prior to the ICPD, with scholars such as Banerji (1989), Conly and Camp
(1993), and Raina (1988) focusing on the creation and evolution of India’s population policies
following independence.
According to Raina (1988, p.110), India’s population policies were developed according
to five-year development plans, with population growth “remaining a major constraint ” to
India’s development efforts. Different strategies to address population growth were employed in
India’s five-year plans, with a clinic-based approach featured in the First, Second, and Third
Five-Year Plans, and an extension/target-based approach following the Fifth Five-Year Plan. For
Raina, this shift from a clinic-based to extension/target approach represents a natural evolution to
India’s population efforts, as uncontrolled population growth threatened nation-state
development, health, and wellbeing. Although efforts were initiated by India’s central
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government to move away from development-centered population plans during the late twentieth
century, Raina notes that development discourse continues to be prevalent within government
institutions, particularly at the state level. As a result, efforts to move away from development
paradigms have been slow to materialize, with monetary and resource investments in health and
human sectors remaining low. In order for India’s population policies to evolve and meet the
needs of its citizens, Raina (1988, p.200) argues the necessity of “higher investments in the
special sectors, such as education and health,” with a shift towards primary healthcare.
While scholars such as Raina posit that India’s population plans and policies represent a
natural evolution of policy, Banerji (1989) and Conly and Camp (1993) argue that these policies
represent the creation of policy that concerns the interests of particular actors within India. In
particular, Banerji (1989, p.48) argues that population policy arose in India “when population
growth seemed to threaten the vital interests of the rich and powerful”, resulting in the creation
of population plans and a national family-planning program dominated by political actors. The
result of this dominance by political actors, as Banerji observes, is that India’s population efforts
became coercive during the mid-twentieth century, as India’s population plans “unleashed a
coercive sterilization drive against helpless, poor people” (p.50) when population rates
threatened the economic development and modernization of the nation-state. Echoing similar
observations, Conly and Camp (1993) argue that population plans and policies within India
following independence and prior to the ICPD reflect a dissonance between policy rhetoric and
implementation, with a “substantial gap between the rhetoric of official policy and actual
implementation” (p.17). Noting that this gap between rhetoric and implementation allowed
coercive family planning practices to flourish, with “a single-minded focus on sterilization, poor
quality of services, and an inflexible, overly centralized approach to resource allocation” (Conly
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& Camp, 1993,p.17), Conly and Camp posit that in order for population policies and family
planning to be more responsive to the needs of its citizens, India’s government needs to
demonstrate that policy rhetoric can be implemented into action.
Scholarship on India’s population policy following the ICPD reflects an attempt to
understand the impact of the ICPD on India’s population efforts, specifically at the national
level. To measure the impact of the ICPD on population policy, scholars Chaurasia and Singh
(2014) focused on assessing family planning programs and policies to understand whether these
programs and policies reflect a policy/program shift towards ICPD commitments. Through an
“objective assessment” of four key areas areas: conceptual foundations of family planning
efforts, administrative capacity, outputs of planned family planning efforts, and the impact of
these efforts, Chaurasia and Singh observed that although family planning efforts within India
have become more decentralized and have witnessed an increased presence of NGOs and the
non-state sector, this has not necessarily shown to be beneficial to India’s population efforts. In
particular, they point to the ways in which the decentralization approach, as advocated in the
ICPD and adopted by India’s central government. has resulted in a dilution of family planning
programs and efforts at the policy level . In other words, while India’s population policy at the
national level reflects an evolution and shift towards voluntary and non-coercive family planning
as outlined in the ICPD, the decentralization and increased presence of non-state actors has not
necessarily improved India’s population efforts. As such, Chaurasia and Singh (2014)
recommend an “integrated population and development approach” to sustain family planning and
population policy at both the state and national level (p.10).
Although this historical approach to analyzing India’s population policies provides a
broader policy context in which to understand the historical trajectory of India’s population
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policies, it is not without critique. In particular, Kanenberg (2013) argues that the historical
methodology approach to policy analysis assumes objectivity and value neutrality in regards to
policy analysis, as the focus of analysis is on the policy document itself. However, to assume
objectivity and neutrality is to ignore the ways in which policies themselves are never valueneutral, as they always reflect the interests and concerns of particular groups and actors.
Moreover, assuming neutrality and objectivity ignores how social positionality of the
researcher(s) impacts how policy is analyzed and interpreted. Additionally, McPhail (2003)
draws attention to the ways in which historical policy analysis approaches policy in a genderneutral manner, despite the ways in which population policy regulates particular gendered
bodies. As such, while historical methodology of policy analysis can reveal policy trends and the
actors involved in policy production, which is important when understanding the historical
contexts in which policy is created, it can only provide a partial picture in terms of understanding
policy impact.
1.2 Reproductive Health and Family Planning
A central facet to India’s population plans and policies is the focus on reproductive health
and family planning. Understanding the impact of population policy on reproductive health and
family planning has been analyzed substantially within the context of India, as two fields of
scholarship, demography and public health, have focused a considerable amount of time on
understanding the relationship between population policy, population growth, and health. As
McCann (2017) notes, the field of demography has been an important component to India’s
population policies, as understanding the impact of population policy on population growth has
been of interest to India’s central government prior to and following independence (p.18). Given
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the extensiveness of this field of study, my discussion of demography studies highlights key
themes in regards to demographic studies of India’s population policy.
Within India, the field of demography has focused on population policy to understand the
impact of policy on population growth, and to predict future growth trends (Chaudhry, 1989) in
relation to other variables such as economic growth rates. The purpose of these studies is to
analyze the potential benefits and consequences of population policies, particularly in terms of
population stabilization. An important theme of demographic scholarship is analyzing population
policy in relation to demographic transition, wherein scholars such as Goli and Arokiasamy
(2013), attempt to understand the effects of population policy in relation to fertility, birth, and
death rates (p.1). Centered upon Notestein’s theory of demographic transition, which understands
population growth and nation-state development in relation to one another, this field of study has
dominated political discourse and institutions within India, shaping population policy and
implementation (McCann, 2017, p.20).
While demographic studies of India’s population policy have provided insight into the
effects of policy in terms of population growth and demographic transition rates, an equallyimportant field of study is that of public health, which attempts to understand policy in terms of
health impact. In particular, public health scholarship related to India’s population policy has
focused on analyzing the impact of policy as it relates to reproductive health and family
planning. Public health studies regarding population policy emerged within India during the
1980s, in large part due to increased funding and advocacy from the World Bank and World
Health Organization (Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.32) to understand the role of population policy in
impacting and facilitating reproductive health and family planning. Since that time, a
considerable amount of public health scholarship has been produced, as researchers such as
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Hardee et. al (1999), Visaria and Chari (1998), Farrell et. al (1998), and Visaria et. al (1999),
have engaged in the field of public health to examine and assess population policy in relation
self-efficacy, family planning education, and contraceptive access.
As with any field of study, demographic and public health scholarship on population
policy is not without critique. According to McCann (2017), demographic studies of population
policy within India have often been employed by political actors and institutions to create and
implement policy that negatively impacts subaltern populations (p.15). McCann further notes
that demography as a field of inquiry relies upon positivist science methodology that views
population growth as something that can be understood through scientific means, rather than
understanding population as a social phenomenon. Public health has also been critiqued for its
biomedical approach to analyzing population policy, as well as its focus on healthcare services
without deconstructing social structures in which policy is produced and implemented (Rao and
Sexton, 2010, p.193).
1.3 RCH and Target-Free Approach
The reproductive and child health care approach (RCH) and target-free approach has
been of interest to scholars and researchers following the implementation of this approach during
the mid-1990s. Research on this approach and its relation to population policy has largely been
divided into two “camps” of thought. The first of these two “camps” focuses on the history of
target-setting within India’s population policies and the social/political factors that led to their
elimination. According to Reddy et al. (2000), target-setting in India’s population policies and
family planning program emerged as a “management tool, a means to assess the performance of
the program and the personnel involved” (p.255), although later it became employed as a tool to
target subaltern populations.
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These findings are similarly echoed by Donaldson (2002), who notes that India’s
population policy evolved towards target-setting and coercion due to the involvement of India’s
upper-caste academics and research “experts” who argued that India’s population growth was a
threat to development that necessitated curtailing. Both scholarship by Reddy et. al (2000) and
Donaldson (2002) posits that a shift towards a target-free approach occurred through the work of
women’s health advocates and political actors within India who, following the ICPD, approved a
target-free approach (p.99). This method of population analysis borrows heavily from the
historical methodology approach discussed earlier, as the focus is on understanding the historical
and political contexts in which particular population policy approaches emerged.
The second “camp” of scholarship regarding the RCH and target-free population policy
approach focuses on analyzing and understanding how this approach is “implemented at the field
level, especially in relation to quality of services provided” (Koenig et. al, 2000, p.134). Utilizing
empirical evidence on the accessibility and quality of services provided, scholars such as Koenig
et. al (2000), Rao (12005), and Srinivasian (1995) have observed that despite efforts to move
towards target-free family planning and population policy, restricted contraceptive choice,
limited information provided to clients, and low levels of follow-up care have significantly
reduced the effectiveness of this approach, particularly at the state level (Koenig et. al, 2000,
p.136). Understanding the impact of the RCH approach on family planning is particularly
important within the context of India’s population policy, given that this approach/paradigm is
the current policy framework of India’s NPP.
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Chapter Two: Methodology
2.1 Data
To achieve the objectives of this scholarship, primary and secondary scholarly sources
are employed to analyze India’s National Population Policy of 2000 (NPP) from a transnational
feminist theoretical framework. India’s NPP was selected for analysis partly due to its status as
India’s current population policy, meaning that it has the most bearing on how population growth
is currently addressed via formal policy, as well as the ways in which nation-states address
population growth through population reduction and family planning programs. Additionally, the
NPP was selected due to the contentiousness of the policy itself, wherein institutions in the
Global North have been quick to praise the NPP as a distinctive paradigm shift in how India and
other nation-states in the Global South should address population growth, while political actors
within India, particularly women’s political organizations, have been critical towards the NPP,
arguing that the NPP continues to target the reproductive autonomy of women. As Menon-Sen
(2013, p.160) states, while the “NPP of 2000 document does indeed eschew the language of
population control, replacing it with commitments to women’s reproductive health and broader
goals, such as expansion of the range of contraceptive choices,” the extent to which the NPP
represents a paradigm shift has yet to be fully understood.
My central research question is whether the NPP represents a paradigm shift in how the
nation-state conceptualizes and addresses population growth via formal population policy.
Focusing my analysis on India’s NPP from the perspective of paradigm shift allows me to
explore and examine the policy critically in terms of its intent and its impact on the reproductive
behavior and choices of women, which would be lost if I were to approach this scholarship from
a much broader perspective. In order to address this central research question, I employ political
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discourse analysis as my research method, which allows for a multi-level analysis approach
through which to analyze and understand the larger political and social contexts in which the
NPP was created and implemented. While I explore PDA in more depth below, it is important to
understand what PDA entails as a research method, and how this influenced the creation of
research questions which guide this scholarship in its exploration of the central research
question. PDA as a method for analysis attempts to understand the process of political discourse
construction by political actors within political institutions and the impact of political discourse
on the social world (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.18). Centered on three levels of analysis situational, textual and social- PDA focuses on the political and historical contexts in which
political discourse is constructed, how these contexts impact the formal linguistic and discursive
features of policy, and the impact of political discourse on social practice. Through these three
levels of analysis, the following specific questions will be explored:
1. What is the political and historical context in which the NPP was created?
2. In what ways have formal international governmental institutions influenced/informed
the creation of the NPP?
3. How do political/historical contexts of knowledge production (i.e. policy) impact the
types of voices, knowledges, and ideologies that are present within the text?
4. How does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impact what is
recognized and regarded as important?
5. How does the text of the NPP affect social practices and behaviors in regards to
particular gendered, racialized, and classed bodies?
6. What impact does the language of the NPP have on the social practices of family
planning and population growth reduction within India?
I address these questions through analysis of the text of the NPP, which is available to view
online from India’s official government webpage. To ensure that my data analysis adheres to
ethics of qualitative research, I look at the entirety of the policy itself, rather than sections of the
NPP that have been pre-selected and analyzed by other researchers. In doing so, this allows me
to address sections of the policy that are relevant to my analysis, through which I draw my own
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conclusions. Although I employ scholarship from other studies to support my analysis, the
sections of policy that I analyze have been selected based on the needs and depth of the
scholarship itself, and have not been selected based on the influence of similar studies.
2.2 Definitions
Before I discuss what political discourse analysis (PDA) methodology entails, and the
theoretical underpinnings of this methodology, it is imperative to create a foundational
understanding of the terms that I utilized in my scholarship. PDA as methodology is indebted to
Foucault’s theory of discourse, which understands that discourse shapes social structures and
practices. As such, discourse, when referenced in my scholarship, is defined as “a group of
statements which provide a language for talking about- i.e. a way of representing- a particular
kind of knowledge” (Hall, 1992, p.291). Through discourse, particular types of knowledge are
produced and legitimized, while delegitimizing other forms of knowledge, thus shaping how
society is understood and structured. Consequently, “discourse refers to particular ways of
representing and giving meaning,” which “constrains what can be thought and known…
constraining and dictating action” (Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.10). It is through this shaping,
constraining, and dictating via discourse that the social consequences on social practice arise
(Fairclough, 1989, p.20), thus demonstrating the interconnectedness of discourse on social life
and practice. It is within this definition of discourse that political discourse takes shape.
Although there are multiple definitions of political discourse, Teun van Dijk (1993) defines
political discourse according to the specific actors and institutions that are involved in the
construction and legitimization of political discourse. According to van Dijk, political discourse
is “identified via its actors or authors, vis-à-vis politicians and political actors,” who are formally
“paid for their political activities, and who are being elected, appointed, or self-designated, as the
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central players in the polity” (van Dijk, 1993, p.13). The discourse that political actors engage in
differs from other types of discourse, in that political discourse is “attached to political actorspoliticians, political institutions, and organizations” who are “engaged in political processes and
events” (Fairclough, 2012, p.17). Thus, any discourse that individuals have outside of this
political context is not recognized as political discourse, which helps us understand that political
discourse is actor-driven and occurs in particular contexts. In other words, “discourse is political
when it accomplishes a political act in a political institution [by a political actor]” (van Dijk,
2002, p.20). As such, for the purpose of this scholarship, I understand and employ the term
political discourse in reference to van Dijk and Fairclough, as discourse that is centrally driven
by formally-recognized political actors within the context of political processes and institutions.
Defining political discourse as such is pragmatic, in that it prevents collapsing all of societal
discourse into political discourse (Fairclough, 2012, p.17), and allows for us to understand how
power and dominant ideologies are replicated and reproduced via political institutions.
Finally, I employ the word “text” throughout my scholarship in reference to written laws and
policies that have been created and codified by the nation-state. Specifically, text refers to the
language of the written policies themselves, and excludes any discourse that does not appear in
the written text of the policies. Subsequently, “text” looks at “features of discourse which are
relevant to the purpose or function of the political process or event whose discursive dimension
is being analysed” (van Dijk, 1997, p.38), meaning that discourse from non-political actors and
institutions is not considered when analyzing the linguistic features of policy. As such, text is
utilized specifically when looking at the linguistic features of the policy itself to understand how
written policies reflect social and political values and norms, and how, through language, these
values and norms are normalized and legitimized through codified nation-state policy.
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2.3 Political Discourse Analysis
This methodology is rooted in qualitative analysis. Political Discourse Analysis (PDA) is
a branch of critical discourse analysis (CDA) that emerged in the 1990s as a field of linguistic
and rhetorical analysis (Wodak & Meyer, 2009, p.3). It attempts to understand how political
discourse is shaped and defined by political actors and structures, as well as the ways in which
political discourse is transmitted and shapes other social structures outside of the political arena.
While PDA has been traditionally employed to analyze verbal political discourse, i.e., political
discourse that occurs during speeches, hearings, testimonies, etc., PDA as a method of analysis
has expanded to include many genres, including law and policy analysis (van Dijk, 1997, p.18).
As a branch of critical discourse analysis, the methodological and theoretical underpinnings of
CDA are also present within political discourse analysis. In particular, CDA and PDA share an
understanding of discourse analysis as a critical enterprise, in the sense that they both “aim to
reveal the role of discursive practice in the maintenance of the social world, including those
social relations that involve unequal relations of power” (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.64). PDA
in particular focuses on political discourse from a critical perspective, which is “a perspective
that focuses on the reproduction and contestation of political power through political discourse”
(Fairclough, 2012, p.17). In other words, while CDA and PDA both analyze discourse from a
critical perspective, PDA focuses specifically on political discourse as a critical practice in
shaping social reality and institutions, as well as a tool through which power relations and
ideology are transmitted and reinforced.
Political discourse analysis is indebted to poststructuralist discourse theory, which
attempts to understand how “social relations, identity, knowledge and power are constructed
through written and spoken texts” (Luke, 1995, p.4). Post-structuralism argues that the world and
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society are shaped and molded by discourse, meaning that there is no value-neutral or rationalist
view of the world. Rather, post-structuralism posits that through discourse, social structures and
power are constituted and reinforced, meaning that discourse itself is used as a tool not only to
construct and reinforce social structures, but to assign meaning and value within specific
discursive contexts (Mann, 2012, p.218). In particular, Foucault’s theory on discourse, which
argues that “ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social practices, forms a
subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such knowledges and relations between them”
(Weedon, 1987, p.108), is essential to PDA’s theoretical and methodological assumptions.
According to Foucault, “discourses produce and reinforce power” (Mann, 2012, p.221), which is
multidirectional and multifaceted, meaning that power is not simply exercised from a top-down
approach, but rather, permeates from all directions. PDA borrows from Foucault’s
understanding of power and discourse by arguing that political discourse is utilized to not only
shape social structures and practices, but through political discourse, certain types of knowledge
and power are reinforced and legitimized, while other types of knowledge and understanding of
the world are constructed as illegitimate.
This Foucauldian understanding of discourse, in which political discourse and the
production of social structures and practices, which exist in a cyclical relationship with one
another, is evident in PDA’s central methodological characteristics, which identify three
characteristics that define PDA as a method of critical analysis. The first characteristic of PDA is
that cultural processes and social structures are linguistically-discursive, meaning that
“discursive practices -- through which text are produced (created) and consumed (received and
interpreted) -- are viewed as an important form of social practice which contributes to the
constitution of the social world” (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.61). PDA as a methodology
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argues that political discourse as a discursive practice produces texts that are created via political
actors which are consumed and interpreted by society and enforced via social institutions, thus
shaping not only social structures and institutions, but also creating and reinforcing power
relations between social actors. In other words, the first characteristic of PDA is recognizing the
ways in which political discourse shapes social institutions and structures, as well as the ways in
which political discourse as a discursive practice is employed to legitimize and reinforce power
relations between political and nonpolitical actors.
Second, for political discourse analysis, “discourse is a form of social practice which both
constitutes the social world and is constituted by other social practices” (Jorgensen & Phillips,
2002, p.61). PDA does not view political discourse as solely constructive of social institutions
and structures, but rather, political discourse exists in a cyclical relationship with these
institutions and structures. By viewing political discourse in this manner, PDA argues that
political discourse cannot be understood and analyzed solely on its ability to constitute and
construct social structures and institutions, but rather, must be understood within the complexity
of this constitutive relationship with social structures and institutions, whereby political
discourse constructs and constitutes social structures, and social structures construct and
constitute political discourse. In doing so, PDA positions political discourse in relation to social
practices (i.e., the creation of social structures and institutions), meaning that political discourse
cannot be understood in its entirety without understanding the ways in which social practices
influence political discourse, and vice versa.
Building upon this relationship between political discourse and social practices, the third
characteristic of PDA states that “language use should be empirically analysed within its social
context” (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.62), meaning that discourse cannot be removed from the
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social context in which it is created. The social context in which discourse originates provides us
with an understanding of multiple influencing factors in the production of discourse, which is not
simply limited to the types of political actors present in the shaping of political discourse, but
also includes factors such as history and political climate. The importance of social context in
PDA cannot be overstated, for political discourse has reverberating effects in terms of future
policies/laws and social practices, meaning that the social context in which political discourse is
constructed not only tells us about the actors, political influences, and political histories that
influenced the construction of particular types of policy, but it also provides us with insight into
how those policies will likely be interpreted. As such, PDA’s incorporation of social context in
its analysis provides a much broader understanding of how policies are created and implemented
in particular ways given the social context of these policies, which allows scholars to analyze and
discuss the ways in which political discourse is situated within the complexity of social practices,
institutions, and structures.
Although PDA shares many commonalities with Foucault and other poststructuralist
theorists’ understandings of discourse, PDA diverges from post-structuralism in its
conceptualization of discourse as ideology. According to Jorgensen and Phillips (2002, p.64),
political discourse analysis posits that “discursive practices contribute to the creation and
reproduction of unequal power relations… which are understood as ideological effects”. The
concept of ideology is especially important to PDA, because ideology is understood to represent
discursive practices that intend to further the interests of one social group over another, whereby
ideology serves as a tool through which to not only oppress and subjugate particular social
groups, but as a means by which to justify oppression and marginalization. For Foucault and
similar poststructuralist theorists, however, ideology as a concept is not particularly useful in
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understanding the complexity between discourse and social practices, because ideology
“presupposes a ‘truth’ to which ideology stands in opposition, and implies that it is secondary to
material infrastructure and proposes a universal subject” (O’Farrell, 2005, p.140).
While there are some political discourse analytical approaches that ascribe to
Foucauldian views on power and ideology, which conceptualize power and ideology as “forces
which create subjects and agents, that is as a productive force” (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002,
p.64), scholars who ascribe to PDA as methodology for the most part center ideology as
important to understanding how texts are shaped and interpreted in very particular ways, as well
as the ways in which political discourse in itself is inherently ideological. Subsequently, the
importance of ideology to the methodology of political discourse analysis cannot be overstated,
for analyzing and understanding “how texts and [social] practices arise out of and are ideology
shaped by relations of power and struggles over power” (Fairclough, 1995, p.132) is inherent
within the processes of PDA. In other words, the incorporation of ideology within PDA provides
scholars with the means to understand how ideology impacts the production, interpretation, and
implementation of texts, which is necessary when understanding the social and political
conditions in which texts originate.
Despite the fact that PDA and poststructuralist methodologies diverge on the concept of
ideology, the influence of post-structuralism on political discourse analysis is apparent. From the
ways in which PDA conceptualizes the connection between discourse and social practice, to the
importance of social context in understanding how political discourse is shaped, PDA as a
methodology is heavily shaped and influenced by poststructuralist theory. It is for these reasons
that I believe political discourse analysis has several advantages that contribute to this
scholarship. First, due to PDA being a branch of critical discourse analysis, the relationship
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between discourse and social structures is inherent within its methodology. According to
Fairclough (1992), PDA problematizes discourse and its role in the shaping and reproducing of
social structures, whereby “language does not reflect or represent ‘reality’ as some sort of
transparent medium through which thought can be simply transmitted, rather, language helps
construct and constitute reality” (Fairclough, 1992, p.3). Through the employment of a critical
standpoint, PDA points to the ways in which discourse is not shaped free from interactions of
power and dominant ideologies, but rather, argues that all political discourse is shaped by power
and ideology, which must be considered during analysis. Second, PDA posits that the meaning of
discourse cannot be fully understood through content analysis alone, but must be “critically read
and interpreted in the light of their social, historical, and political contexts” (Fairclough, 1992,
p.3). In doing so, political discourse analysis as a methodology reveals not only the political,
social, and historical contexts in which discourse originates, but also reveals underlying power
structures and ideologies that are present within these contexts that influence how particular
discourses are created and disseminated, which are typically absent or downplayed as significant
to the creation of discourse through other utilized methodologies.
2.4 PDA and Levels of Analysis
Given that PDA analyzes and problematizes the creation of discourse in relation to
existing social structures, and the omnipresence of power and ideology within these given
structures, PDA offers three levels of analysis that, when considered in relation to one another,
provide a richer and more nuanced understanding of how political discourse is shaped and
influenced by social structures and political actors. The first level of analysis is situational
analysis, which focuses on the process and conditions of textual production. It identifies how
particular conditions contribute to the production of the text, and how those conditions of
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production influence how the text is interpreted by political actors (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002,
p.68). Through the employment of a transnational feminist framework, this stage of analysis
focuses on the historical and political contexts in which knowledge (i.e. population policy) is
produced and the political actors involved in knowledge production processes. Specifically, my
analysis centers India’s history as a former colonial territory as important to understanding
processes of knowledge production and the types of actors/institutions present within these
processes.
Building upon situational analysis, the second level of PDA, textual analysis, focuses on
analyzing the ways in which situational context of knowledge production has bearing on the text
itself. Textual analysis is important in that it can reveal “how formal features of texts may be
associated with [particular ideologies and] social values, thus becoming involved in particular
power relations” (Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.13). Engaging in textual analysis via a transnational
feminist framework, my analysis is specific to examining how situational context of knowledge
production impacts what voices, knowledges, and ideologies are present within the text.
The final stage of analysis, social analysis, explores the relationship between the text and
social practice. “The aim of this stage is to look at the consequences of the text on social
practice; whether the text reproduces or changes [dominant] discourses” (Mbisamakoro, 2014,
p.13), and the impact of these consequences on the lives of women of color in the Global South.
Particularly, this level of analysis focuses on contraceptive prevalence and sterilization rates to
understand the impact of the NPP on reproductive (i.e., social) behavior, and whether this impact
can be correlated to the ways in which population growth and reproductive health care are
conceptalized within the NPP. These levels of analysis are summarized in figure 2.1.
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Political Discourse Analysis
Political Discourse Analysis: Levels of analysis
1.
2.
3.

Situational
Textual
Social
•
•
•
•

Level One: Situational Analysis
Looks at the process and conditions of textual production
What political actors and institutions are involved in the production of a particular text?
What ideologies do these actors and institutions represent?
Transnational Feminist Analysis:
o What is the political and historical context in which the NPP was created?
o In what ways have formal international governmental institutions influenced/informed the
creation of the NPP?
Level Two: Textual Analysis

•
•

•

Focuses on the linguistic/ formal features of the text
Attempts to understand how involvement from particular political actors/institutions affects discursive
features of the text
o How is ideology embedded within the text and in what ways?
o How is population growth understood in relation to the nation-state?
o What paradigm do nation-states employ to frame population policy?
Transnational Feminist Analysis:
o How does political/historical contexts of knowledge production (i.e. policy) impact the types
of voices, knowledges, and ideologies that are present within the text?
o How does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impact what is
recognized and regarded as important?

•
•
•

Level Three: Social Analysis
Explores the relationship between the text and social practice
In what ways does the text impact social practices and behavior?
Transnational Feminist analysis
o How does the text of the NPP affect social practices and behaviors of reproduction in
regards to particular gendered, racialized, and classed bodies?
o What impact does the language of the NPP have on the social practices of family planning
and population growth reduction within India?

Figure 2.1

2.5 Methodological Limitations
While PDA provides tools for the analysis of political texts via these three stages of
analysis, it is important to recognize the methodological limitations of PDA, particularly
regarding reflexivity. It is important to acknowledge that the role of the interpreter will affect the
outcome of the research, for “what one ‘sees’ in a text, what one regards as worth describing and
what one chooses to emphasize in a description, are all dependent on how one interprets the text”
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(Fairclough, 1989, p.27). While the role of the interpreter determines the types of conclusions
that are drawn, and different researchers may produce different conclusions, “this should not be
perceived as grounds for consternation” (Fairclough, 1989, p.14). As such, I am aware that the
role of the interpreter creates difficulty in producing results that are regarded as generalizable or
applicable to similar scholarship. Given that PDA is a branch of critical discourse analysis and
shares its methodological underpinnings, PDA “never aspires to produce the kind of
generalizable knowledge that is universal, neutral, and based on a ‘context-free’ foundation”
(Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002, p.156), but rather, attempts to provide scholars with tools to create
multiple truths and sets of knowledge.
It is also important to acknowledge that political discourse analysis as a research method
approaches population policy research from a very specific standpoint, and as such, limits the
types of questions one can ask and the types of answers produced in the research process. In
particular, PDA can only provide a partial view of policy impact upon individuals and
communities, meaning that one cannot understand the “on the ground” impact of these policies
in their entirety. PDA also limits the types of voices present in analysis, where the voices of
political actors are privileged over that of marginalized individuals and communities. By
focusing on political actors as the drivers of political discourse, this research method does not
facilitate the space necessary for incorporating the voices of marginalized and oppressed peoples,
meaning that the very power relations one is attempting to critique may be replicated during
analysis. As such, I recognize that my thesis scholarship is but a contribution to the study of
population policy research and should not be viewed as addressing all the pressing issues that
population policy research attempts to understand and analyze, nor should it be viewed as the
only way in which to understand population policy creation and its impact on women in the
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Global South. However, while my scholarship may be incomplete in that it analyzes and
addresses population policy within a specific methodological framework, and specific historical
and geopolitical contexts, “unfinished is not the same as invalid” (Davis, 1997, p.1).
Moreover, it is important to recognize how my positionality as a scholar located in the
Global North, writing about policy and policy analysis that focuses on the Global South,
contributes to the limitations of my scholarly research. I am a white, college-educated female
who has lived her entire life in the Pacific Northwest. My formal education has occurred through
the U.S.-centric public school system, which continues to center and privilege the Global North
as drivers of “progress” and development, while portraying the Global South as
“underdeveloped” and in need of assistance from the Global North. Having dual degrees in
political science and women’s studies from a fairly large, liberal, predominately white public
university, my undergraduate college education focused primarily on U.S. institutions and
structures as mechanisms of oppression and marginalization, with minimal focus on international
policy or issues affecting marginalized communities within a global context.
Given that much of my formal education and training prior to graduate school has
occurred through educational institutions with a U.S.- and Global North-centric bias, it is
important to recognize that this limits the epistemologies I draw from in regards to political
discourse analysis, as well as the types of conclusions I produce from this analysis. To overcome
these limitations, I rely on and center the voices of transnational feminist scholars within my
scholarship to inform my analysis and discussion of the NPP. By centering the ideas and voices
of these scholars within my own scholarship, I attempt to avoid speaking over scholars and
activists who have contributed greatly to the study of feminist population policy research in the
Global South, thus avoiding locating myself as the authority on feminist population policy
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research. Centering these voices and scholarship is also important to avoid speaking for
marginalized or vulnerable populations who are impacted by the NPP, thus avoiding the
production of liberatory scholarship that intends to “save” marginalized communities.
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Chapter Three: Situational Analysis
Introduction
This chapter is concerned with analyzing the situational context in which India’s National
Population Policy of 2000 (NPP) was created. Situational analysis, as outlined in my
methodology chapter, looks at the processes and conditions of policy production to gain better
insight into the political actors and institutions, as well as ideologies and discourses, involved in
shaping particular policy. The two central questions guide this chapter include the following: 1)
What is the political and historical context in which the NPP was created? and 2) In what ways
have formal international governmental organizations influenced the creation of the NPP? To
address these questions, I engage in situational analysis via a transnational feminist framework to
understand how India’s history as a former colonial territory informs processes of knowledge
production in regards to policy crafting, and by extension, the political actors and institutions
involved in policy creation.
Informed by Gayatri Spivak’s concept of imperialist epistemic violence as outlined in
their 1988 essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?”, which posits that through colonialism and
imperialism, a colonial Other is constructed who is “foreclosed from any valid discourse of
knowing and feeling” (p.76), my analysis of knowledge production attempts to understand why
and how the subaltern is absent within processes of knowledge production. By engaging in PDA
through a critical transnational feminist lens, I attempt to understand the ways in which
knowledge production within India in the form of population policy is 1) informed by their
history of colonization and 2) an exclusionary process that results in certain knowledges and
voices being privileged, while others are excluded.
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To provide structure to my analysis, this chapter is divided into three sections, each of
which focuses on a specific aspect of situational analysis. In section one I analyze knowledge
production within colonial India regarding conceptualizations of population growth in relation to
governance. Through this analysis, I examine how knowledge production was shaped and guided
by colonial occupation, and how this history informs the ways in which population growth was
conceptualized and addressed following independence. Building upon the analysis, section two
focuses on knowledge production within India following independence as represented by FiveYear Plans. My analysis is specific to examining India’s Five-Year Plans in relation to the
emergence of international political organizations and NGOs concerned with population growth
in the Global South. By engaging in this analysis, I argue that India’s population efforts
following independence have been greatly shaped by international political organizations and
NGOs, which subsequently impacts the types of knowledge produced in regards to population
paradigm. Section three focuses specifically on a situational analysis of the actual text of the
NPP. Through this analysis, I demonstrate that shifting population paradigms at the international
level during the 1990s, as represented by the International Conference on Population and
Development in 1994, greatly influenced the political climate in which the NPP was created, and
by extension, the political actors and institutions involved in the policy processes. Following
section three, I provide a brief conclusion that summarizes my findings.
3.1 Population Discourse in Colonial India
Prior to independence, population discourse within India was shaped by shifting
understandings of population growth in relation to governance. Under British control until 1947,
population growth within India during the early-mid 18th century was largely regarded as an
important national resource that provided sociopolitical and economic benefits to the British
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Empire. For British colonial forces, population growth was seen as a means through which to
naturalize colonial occupation of India, in that it “demonstrated the superiority of British
governance” (Sreenivas, 2009, p.1) in their ability to control large swaths of territory with an
expanding population. Measuring the prosperity of their rule in relation to population growth
(Chandraskkar, 1967, p.75), population growth provided justification for colonization of India
and was generally regarded as an important colonial asset. However, conceptualizations of
population growth changed during the late 18th and early 19th century, as India encountered a
series of famines that prompted British colonial officials to question longstanding assumptions
that “a large population was a good population.” For over a century, India experienced a series of
recurring famines that wrought disease, food shortages, and starvation upon the majority of its
population. Faced with the crisis of famine and its reverberating effects upon “both the labour
supply and revenue-collection” (Hodges, 2004, p.1158), British colonial officials responded with
the creation of famine policy, which served to outline the extent to which famine relief assistance
would be provided. Minimalist in nature and requiring people to “exhaust all other entitlements”
(Hall-Matthews, 2005, p.108) before requesting relief from the government, as to avoid creating
dependency on colonial assistance, colonial famine policy was largely ineffective at addressing
the effects of famine upon Indian society.
Responding to this failure, British colonial officials turned to Malthusian population
theory as a means through which to engage in colonial knowledge production to explain the
apparent connection between population growth and India’s famines and widespread poverty.
Believing that famine and poverty was the direct result of failing to control population growth
within the means of agricultural production, methods of measuring population growth,
specifically birth and fertility rates, became a vital tool through which “the British could write
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their own self-serving story of Indian inadequacy” (McCann, 2017, p.161). In particular, the
creation of the census as a tool to measure population growth rates amongst various demographic
groups became a powerful tool in the construction of colonial knowledge, as the quantification of
population numbers allowed colonial officials to “count, classify and categorize bodies within a
territory, producing a variety of new totalities: the social body, the nation, the people, the general
public, mankind, and society itself” (McCann, 2017, p.32). While collection of census data had
occurred prior to the Famine Years as a means to measure British prosperity, the collection and
analysis of census data during and following the Famine Years represents a colonial fascination
with quantifying and comparing fertility and birth rates amongst various demographic groups
(Hodges, 2004, p.1158). By counting and classifying birth and fertility rates amongst multiple
demographic categories, the census as a tool of colonial knowledge production allowed for
“idealized and prescriptive norms” of reproduction to be created and written upon the bodies of
colonial subjects (McCann, 2017, p.35).
Within the context of Indian population growth, these norms were ideologically based
upon Orientalist conceptualizations of gendered and classed sexuality that perceived particular
forms of sexuality and reproduction as problematic and consequential to the colonial state and
governance (Said, 1978, p.216). Drawn along specific demographic lines, colonial constructs of
sexuality positioned Indigenous reproduction within a binary of acceptable and unacceptable that
was used to demarcate sexuality in relation to the colonial state and population growth.
According to this binary, acceptable reproduction was that which occurred through educated and
controlled means to ensure that unwanted pregnancies and births were avoided. Inherent within
this construction are gender and class implications, with acceptable reproduction coming to
signify educated, middle- and upper-caste Hindu families (McCann, 2017, p.106). It is important
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to note that the construction and propagation of acceptable reproduction was not the sole creation
of British colonial officials, as middle- and upper-caste Hindu men, particularly those who
wielded power under British home rule, played an important role in distinguishing sexuality and
reproduction along caste lines. Facilitated by perceptions of “religious superiority” due to caste
status, middle- and upper-caste Hindu men perceived sexuality amongst the middle and upper
castes as acceptable due to the adoption of European culture and norms regarding reproduction
(Gupta, 2015, p.110). By engaging in colonial knowledge production processes, middle- and
upper-caste Hindu men and women attempted to distinguish themselves from the “uncivilized”
colonial Other who was ruled by nature and “primitive” cultural practices, rather than reason.
Where sexuality and reproduction for middle- and upper-caste Hindus was perceived to
be acceptable, reproduction amongst subaltern groups was seen as unacceptable and
consequential to the colonial state. Constructing low-caste agricultural workers, Hindus, and
Muslims as “hyper-reproductive and lacking prudent restraint” (Nari, 2006, p.126) due to
“backwards” and “uncivilized” cultural practices, colonial knowledge production positioned
subaltern reproduction as something that needed to be tightly monitored and controlled for the
public good. Of particular importance to the construction of subaltern reproduction was the
creation of the “as-if woman of natural fertility who through ‘backwards’ reproductive practices
produced the crisis of rapid population growth” (Herr, 2004, p.48). The “as-if woman” was
created through the image of the “uncivilized”, colonial Other, who, through “unchanging and
ineradicable customs and habits,” became an impediment to modernization and progress (Said,
1993, p.202). Facilitated by census data as well as Orientalist historical accounts by the East
India Company, a distinct form of colonial knowledge was created that understood particular
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types of reproduction as consequential to the health and well-being of the nation, as subaltern
reproduction gave way to overpopulation.
Consequently, through the configuration and legitimization of census data to understand
population growth amongst particular demographic groups, colonial officials, including those
who ruled through British home rule, were able to engage in a particular type of colonial
knowledge project that understood subaltern population growth as consequential to the state. The
employment of census data to understand population growth trends became a vital tool in the
legitimization of Malthusian overpopulation theory as a means to understand population growth
in India, as census data and the “testimony of figures” pointed to “India’s imperfect hold on
modernity” due to population growth amongst subaltern groups (McCann, 2017, p.160). As such,
through the legitimization of Malthusian overpopulation theory via census data, overpopulation
became a common theme of colonial discourse which could be called upon to explain the social
and economic ills within colonial India. While colonial officials were married to the idea of India
as an overpopulated nation, the emergence of the Indian Nationalist Movement for independence
spurred many to take up the question of population growth and the nation. During India’s
struggle from colonial rule, several key figures emerged that came to dominate political
discourse, as a new form of knowledge production was taken up that attempted to understand not
only population growth within the context of colonial occupation, but what population growth
meant for a nation struggling to come into its own. These key figures, which I discuss below, are
categorized as economists/sociologists, Indian Nationalists, and birth control advocates.
Dominated primarily by upper-caste, Western-educated men, the field of economics and
sociology proved to be a fertile ground in which to engage in Indian knowledge production.
Indian economists and sociologists such as P.K.Wattal (1916) and Gyan Chand (1939) were the
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first to “draw broadly on census and public health statistics to configure an argument for a strong
independent India” (Prakash, 1999, p.50). Employing Malthusian population theory to
understand population growth within the context of colonial occupation, economists and
sociologists argued that the problems facing India were not due to overpopulation, but colonial
mismanagement and exploitation. Identifying British imperialism as “the root cause of the evils
of ignorance, poverty and disease in India” (Chand, 1939, p.214), economists and sociologists
viewed India’s growing population as but one problem facing the nation, not the sole problem.
However, economists and sociologists recognized the dangers of unbridled population growth for
a nation trying to achieve independence and development, arguing for the necessity of adopting a
small-family system (Mukerjee, 1938, p.217).
Similarly, Indian Nationalists, most of whom were upper-caste and Western-educated
men, saw the “problem” of India’s population growth as it related to British colonial rule. Indian
Nationalists saw “British policies as responsible for the impoverishment of the populace because
they caused great harm to the nation’s economy and the well-being of its people” (McCann,
2017, p.162). Believing that self-governance would allow India to overcome the effects of
British colonization, Indian Nationalists turned to science and religion to challenge colonial
authority, which understood overpopulation to be the cause for India’s lack of development,
famine, and poverty. For Indian Nationalists, India represented a degenerated state that, through
colonization, had been stripped of its past glory. Pointing to cultural changes that occurred
during British colonization, Nationalists argued that the glory of India could be restored through
“ancient Hindu science, which had anticipated the principles of modern science” (McCann,
2017, p.163). By drawing upon the power of science and heritage of Hinduism, Nationalists
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attempted to create not only a vision for India’s future, but a new form of discourse that was
uniquely Indian and that challenged colonial knowledge.
Important to the construction of Nationalist discourse were gender and motherhood,
which were employed to create a masculine nationalism centered on the concept of protecting
India. Arguing that maternal and infant health had suffered under British rule, Indian Nationalists
positioned themselves as the “caretakers of Mother India,” who through “husbandly
protectiveness could restore India’s glory and ensure its future” (McCann, 2017, p.166). To
ensure that Mother India would be protected, Nationalists saw “intellectual men” as the leaders
of India’s drive towards independence and modernity, who through “their knowledge of both
sacred texts and modern science, the glory of India could be restored” (Prakash, 1999, p.127).
Consequently, Nationalist discourse featured heavily the concept of a strong, masculine Indian
nation that could achieve modernity through exclusionary leadership by particular caste and
gendered bodies.
Although Indian Nationalists and intellectuals agreed that India’s growing population
presented concerns for a nation trying to unyoke itself from colonial rule, how to best address the
population question and implement the small-family system was of much debate. Through
debates on the merits of family planning to achieve population goals, birth control advocates
emerged as strong supporters of the small-family norm, which they envisioned through the role
of contraceptives and family planning. In the early years of the birth control debate, Indian
women, particularly those middle and upper caste Hindus, were strong proponents of birth
control, as they saw contraceptives as a means to address concerns related to women’s health,
infant mortality, and poverty mitigation (Chatterjee & Riley, 2001, p.821). While female birth
control advocates were instrumental in advocating contraceptives to address maternal and infant
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health, male birth control advocates dominated the public sphere of politics. The domination of
the political sphere by male birth control advocates was achieved, in large part, through the
representation of female advocates as “emotional propagandists who needed to be constrained by
hard scientific facts” (McCann, 2017, p.75) regarding the necessity of population control.
Regulating maternal and infant health to the back burner of concerns for the nation, male
advocates combined Malthusian and eugenics arguments to support their demands for access to
birth control. For male advocates, India’s degeneration of its past glory stemmed from
uncontrolled population growth amongst subaltern populations, which, when combined with
British colonization, had resulted in a population of “derelict people” (Chand, 1939, p.14). In
order for India to be a strong, masculine, independent nation, limiting fertility to raise the
“quality” of the population was seen as a central concern, as development and modernization
rested on the backs of “the well-fed and well-educated modern Indian citizen” (McCann, 2017,
p.167). Through this masculinized narrative of India’s independence, birth control advocates
linked contraceptives to the future of the nation-state, positioning them a tool of nation-building.
While discourse from male birth control advocates was limited primarily amongst India’s uppercaste political elite, as a more centralist approach was adopted by Indian Nationalists who sought
to unify India against colonial oppression, discourse from male birth control advocates never
fully disappeared from political thought within India, and as such, makes a reappearance and reinserts itself during population efforts following independence.
Within colonial discourse and knowledge production, the absence of subaltern voices and
knowledges is apparent. Knowledge and discourse production were exclusionary and silenced
the subaltern, as colonial officials and those occupying privileged social positionalities engaged
in production processes to construct narratives of population growth as it related to governance.
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For colonial officials, population growth was a means of explaining social ills and lack of
development, obfuscating the ways in which colonial governance had negatively impacted India.
Rejecting this colonial narrative, Indian intellectuals and Nationalists during the Indian
Independence Movement sought to construct their own population narrative that understood
population growth within the context of nation-building. For intellectuals and Nationalists,
population growth was seen as a symptom of a larger problem related to colonial neglect, and as
such, rejected the colonial narrative of overpopulation. However, they recognized the danger of
unbridled population growth for a nation struggling for independence, arguing the necessity of
adopting the small-family system to ensure development and modernization following decolonization. It is important to acknowledge that in Nationalist and intellectual narratives of
population growth, the voices of the subaltern are absent, as India’s future as an independent
nation-state was written primarily by middle and upper-caste Hindu men. This absence of the
subaltern, as I argue below, is prominent within population discourse and policy following
colonial rule, reflecting the ways in India’s narrative of independence was based on nationalist
elitism.
3.2 Population Discourse and Policy After Independence
Concerned with raising standards of living for its citizens and addressing maternal and
infant health disparities, population discourse within India directly following independence
reflects an almost fanatical urgency in achieving development and modernization. In large part,
this urgency stemmed from the after-effects of the 1944 Bengal Famine, which, when combined
with effects of colonization on India’s economy, left a substantial proportion of India’s
population facing dire living conditions. As Koenig (2013) notes, at the time of India’s
Independence, “the standard of living was dire, with nearly eighty-five percent of the population
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residing in villages, seventy percent were employed in traditional, low productivity agriculture,
less than a quarter of Indians at the time were literate, and mortality rates remained high” (p.26).
Recognizing that British colonization and famine had severely crippled economic development
and had left many of its citizens in poverty, economic development was perceived as necessary
and urgent.
Reflective of this urgency was the creation of the First Five-Year Plan, which served to
outline development goals that were to be achieved at national and state levels. In many ways, a
commitment to Nationalist discourse regarding the regeneration of India through development,
the First Five-Year Plan centered the necessity of eradicating poverty, modernizing agriculture,
and mass industrialization. While population growth was of concern, the First Five-Year Plan
was wary in explicitly linking socioeconomic and demographic change. Noting that “in the past
there had been periods when population growth was accompanied by economic development,”
the first Five-Year Plan argued that “it was not always possible to determine the relationship
between these phenomena” (Rao, 2004, p.28). In other words, the control and manipulation of
fertility through family planning would not necessarily be desirable nor feasible, as the impact of
population growth on development was not yet fully understood. However, the First Five-Year
Plan still recognized the importance of family planning to the health and wellbeing of Indians,
stating that “the main appeal for family planning is based on considerations of the health and
welfare of the family” (Government of India, 1951, par.105). In many ways, then, the first FiveYear Plan can be read as a policy commitment to upper-caste Nationalist discourse regarding the
development of India through masculinized development and husbandly protectiveness of the
family, as facilitated by the central government.
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While Nationalist discourse remained embedded within Indian politics for much of the
early-to-mid 1950s, the introduction of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), particularly
funding organizations, into India’s political structures signaled the beginning of a reconstruction
of population discourse and knowledge based on fear of the colonial ‘other’. Having “identified
India’s rapid population growth as a major problem and concern,” (Rao, 2004, p.27)
organizations from the Global North, such as the Population Council, the Ford Foundation, and
the Rockefeller Foundation, extended considerable amounts of funding to India to improve
access to family planning. Funding NGOs from the Global North were guided, in part, by
political concerns related to maintaining global hegemony following the aftermath of World War
II. With “the collapse of European Colonialism and the rise of Communism” (McCann, 2017,
p.10), nation-state in the Global North developed a crisis orientation to population growth in the
Global South, identifying former colonial territories as fertile ground for the rise of communism.
Important to this crisis orientation was Frank Notestein’s theory of demographic transition,
which argued the necessity of assisting demographic transition through fertility and population
control, as this transition would ensure that nation-states achieve modernization and development
through which communism could be avoided. For Notestein and demographers of his time,
modernity could be achieved through the logics of science, as demographic discourse focused on
constructing modernity through a scientific and technological lens.
Giving rise and legitimacy to the field of demography in a global context, Notestein’s
theory of demographic transition guided efforts by funding NGOs within India during much of
the mid-1950s and 1960s. Having “selected India as a target for intensive research in
demography,” (Mass, 1974, p.655) NGOs were able to influence India’s population discourse
through funding for fellowship programs and institutions involved in India’s family-planning
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program. Training demography students “to view fertility as a variable capable of being
manipulated by contraceptive technology” these students were “trained to imbibe and share the
perception of the West about the population problem and its solutions” (Rao, 2004, p.107).
Providing funding for institutions involved in India’s family-planning program, namely the
Central Family Planning Institute (CFPI), the National Institute for Health and Administration
(NIHAE), and the Family Planning Association of India (FPAI), proved to be another important
area in which the Global North could insert itself. These institutions were often headed by
Western-trained demographers who would make program recommendations and would often
serve in key cabinet positions in India’s central government and health ministry.
Through this “finessed and standard choreography” (Rao, 2004, p.107) of providing
funding to students, researchers, and institutions to train them in the ways of Western
demography, NGOs became a means through which the Global North could extend its
imperialistic reach and shape population knowledge production and discourse in the Global
South. The impact of funding NGOs on India’s population discourse is apparent within the
Second Five-Year Plan, as the focus of this plan is population control for the sake of economic
development. As noted in the Second Five-Year Plan,
Over a period of time, the outcome of development efforts can be noticeably
different if population trends are altered in the right direction. This is one of those
fields in which traditional modes of thought and behavior are apt to offer
considerable resistance to rational approaches…. Yet, these modes or attitudes are
changeable. The logic of facts is unmistakable and there is no doubt that under
conditions prevailing in countries like India, a high rate of population growth is
bound to affect adversely the rate of economic advance. (Government of India,
1956, p.7)
What is interesting to note about the Second Five-Year Plan is the ways in which Nationalist
discourse of husbandly protectiveness of the family and motherhood is virtually absent from the
plan, as masculinized economic development is centered. There is also a distinct paradigm shift
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in regards to population growth, as the plan leaves no room left to debate the nature of
population growth on development. Moreover, the Second Five-Year Plan draws heavily from
upper-caste constructions of subaltern sexuality and reproduction by painting India’s population
as irrational and ruled by traditional knowledge and modes of thought. In doing so, this plan
“assumed that an irrational population simply did not know what was in its own interests,” (Rao,
2004, p.28) and that it was the task of the government to lead “irrational people” through rational
(i.e., scientific) approaches.
Successive five-year plans following the Second Five-Year Plan reflect the ways in
which population paradigms within India became heavily imbibed with influence from NGOs, as
well as international governmental organizations (IGOs). Development, which had been a
component to India’s five year plans in conjunction with addressing healthcare needs, quickly
eclipsed India’s population efforts and became a central driver to family planning programs.
With the introduction of IGOs, the “Indian reproductive family became the target…. for a new
global order,” (Nielsen & Waldrop, 2014, p.124) as contraceptives, particularly long-term
contraceptives, were emphasized as a means to achieve development. This emphasis on
contraceptives arose in part due to the Mudaliar Committee Report, which, with an almost
fanatical urgency, recommended that “appropriate legislative and administrative measures” had
to be taken, as population rates continued to grow despite efforts to provide family planning
services (Raina, 1988, p.65). The introduction of the World Bank as a leader in development
funding to India, replacing NGOs as India’s main donor, also accounted for contraceptive
emphasis as “family planning was recognized as less costly than conventional development
projects” (Mass,1974, p.665).
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Long-term contraceptives, such as IUDs and male sterilization, were emphasized by
IGOs as cost-effective measures to addressing family planning needs while also achieving
development goals. Becoming central features to India’s Third, Fourth and Fifth Five-Year
Plans, IGO recommendations of IUD and sterilization targets were integrated into India’s
national family planning program, as achievement targets were set that state governments were
expected to meet. Although achievement targets were set by India’s central government to
achieve “overall” population reduction, several state governments throughout India set
sterilization targets and quotas of their own that healthcare professionals and clinics were
expected to meet. Often set in the hundreds of thousands (Dowbiggin, 2008, p.190), healthcare
and family planning professionals were often dispatched to rural cities, where they were tasked
with “motivating” low-caste and poor populations to adopt long-term contraceptives. The
introduction of long-term contraceptives and contraceptive targets is reflective of discourse that
constructed India at war with population growth, a battle that India had to “win” in order to
achieve “development”. Within this discourse, “population is seen as representing faceless
numbers” who, for the sake of the nation-state, “need to be combated and attacked” (Ahluwalia
2010, p.30). Not only is this discourse dismissive of people as human beings, but it serves to
dehumanize people and communities, legitimizing state-sanctioned violence upon subaltern
bodies.
As is apparent during the Emergency Period (1975-1977), the rise of “war-like”
population discourse internationally, as well as within India, facilitated coercive population
paradigms in which family planning targeted subaltern populations for their supposed “latitude”
towards contraceptives. Declaring that “waiting for education and economic development to
bring about a drop in fertility was impractical,” India’s central government initiated “a frontal
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attack on the problem of population” (Mukkopadhyay, 2005, p.84). The result of this discourse
was a massive sterilization campaign, wherein between 1975-1977, millions of Indian citizens,
most of whom belonged to low castes and scheduled tribes, had their constitutional rights
suspended and were forced to undergo sterilization for purposes of population control
(Hartmann, 1995, p.250). During this time, the absence of subaltern voices is palpable, as
political actors employed “war-like” discourse to support coercive policies, even going so far as
to say that the nation supported drastic action. Consequently, this absence of subaltern voices
from political discourse, particularly at the national level, facilitated coercive family planning
within India for the better part of two decades.
3.3 National Population Policy of 2000
As demonstrated in my previous section of analysis, India’s population paradigms have
gone through numerous shifts following independence. While nationalist paradigms were
featured heavily in the 1950s, development paradigms have, for the most part, dominated
political discourse within India following the integration of NGOs and IGOs into India’s political
systems. Coalescing into coercive family planning practices and policies during the 1960s-1980s,
India’s population efforts following the emergency period reflect efforts to re-conceptualize
population discourse within India, as “policy makers, governments and civil society alike began
to argue for the need to understand social and human development that was centered on basic
needs of people and to ensure lives free from deprivation” (Bhan & Panda, 2010, p.72).
Facilitated by domestic actors as well as international governmental organizations, discourse on
population shifted towards issues relating to family planning and reproductive health, rather than
simply focusing on fertility control. This shift towards a more humanistic model of population
regulation foregrounded efforts by India’s government in the creation and implementation of a
national population policy.
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While the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD), also
known as the Cairo Conference, is often cited as the birthplace of India’s NPP, events prior to
the conference greatly contributed to its formation. The Swaminathan Committee, formed in
1993, played a substantial role in this regard, as the committee “recommended that a National
Population Policy should be formulated by the government and endorsed by the Parliament.”
(Rao, 2004, p.203) Comprised of Indian “policy experts”, most of whom were upper-caste men
and had served in key parliamentary positions under previous administrations (McCann, 2017,
p.208), the Swaminathan Committee set out to detail a new vision for India’s national population
policy, one that recognized the importance of voluntary and informed family planning.. Drafting
what is known as The Swaminathan Committee Report, the Swaminathan Committee proposed a
national population policy that would “take a long term holistic view of development, population
growth and environmental protection, suggest policies and guidelines for formulation of
programs and create a monitoring mechanism with short, medium and long term perspectives
and goals” (Planning Commission, 1992).
Created in response to criticism by women’s political organizations, who argued that
population policy so far “had been one of fertility control, pursued relentlessly, and at times
coercively, through three decades,” (Center for Women’s Development Studies, 1997, p.8) the
Swaminathan Committee Report included three overarching national population policy
recommendations. First, the Committee recommended the abandonment of all family planning
targets at the national and state level, particularly “the abandonment of targets for specific
contraceptive methods, keeping in mind the urgent need for improving the quality of services.”
(Government of India, 1994, p.3) Additionally, the Committee recommended that contraceptive
incentives and motivators should be discontinued, as they prevented women from making
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voluntary and informed family planning decisions. While incentives and motivators were
explicitly abandoned in the draft proposal of the NPP, disincentives were proposed as a tool for
states and districts to achieve population reduction goals. Second, continuing earlier efforts to
integrate family planning into the general public health sector, the Committee recommended a
vertical program approach that would merge family planning services with services and
programs curtailed to maternal and child-health (GOI, 1994, p.11). The purpose of this approach
was to promote family planning without sacrificing overall health and wellbeing, particularly for
women and children. Third, recognizing the socioeconomic and demographic diversity across
states, the Committee called for a decentralized, bottom-up planning approach that would
increase the roles of states and NGOs in addressing family planning needs and achieving
population goals (Srinivasan, 1995, p.60). The Swaminathan Committee Report concluded that
population stabilization could only be achieved if wide-range changes to the social and economic
conditions of women and marginalized groups were to occur, thus advocating for systemic social
change.
Submitted to members of parliament, as well as national and state agencies, for review in
1994 (Maharatna, 2002, p.977), the Swaminathan Committee Report garnered much criticism. In
particular, women’s organizations and health groups within India noted that while the proposal
acknowledged voluntary family planning and reproductive choice as key to maternal and child
health, the proposal was predicated upon Neo-Malthusian concerns of overpopulation and
development (Rao, 2004, p.206). Of particular concern was the inclusion of disincentives at the
state level, which advocated for widespread punishment for couples who did not accept the
small-family norm, including barring of individuals with more than two children from voting in
elections and preventing them from holding government jobs. These incentives, which “could
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only be described as anti-democratic, anti-woman, and anti-poor,” (Rao, 2004, p.207) were
contrary to goals of improving the health and opportunities for women and marginalized
communities through voluntary family planning, with the focus of these disincentives being to
influence family planning for the sake of population control. In other words, while the language
employed within the Swaminathan Committee Report reflected commitments towards voluntary
family planning and maternal and child health, concrete policy features, such as disincentives,
demonstrated that Malthusian overpopulation concerns continued to have a stronghold amongst
India’s political institutions.
Decentralization of family planning, and the increased role of states and NGOs, as
outlined in the Report, drew much ire, as organizations within India voiced their concern
regarding the creation of private-public partnerships between NGOs and states in addressing
family planning needs. Arguing that this decentralized approach would leave family planning to
the whims of the market and non-governmental forces (Srinivasan, 1995, p.60), opponents of the
Report drew attention to the ways in which decentralization within the third and fourth five-year
plans had given rise to coercive family planning practices during the Emergency Period. In
particular, opponents were concerned that decentralization would grant states and NGOs
considerable power and authority to enforce family planning for the sake of population control,
allowing for discrimination against the poor, the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, and
women (Rao, 2004, p.211). Especially vocal in their concern and criticism over the Report was
Dr. Devaki Jain, a key member of the Swaminathan Committee who later resigned and refused to
be signatory of the report once the final draft proposal was completed. In a strongly worded
statement, Dr. Jain called the final draft shocking,
pointing out that the Swaminathan Committee had, at the beginning, unanimously
agreed to abandon the entire current package of incentives and disincentives,
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including barring into legislatures, and organized sectors of employment, on the
basis of size of the family. It was agreed that such policies were not only coercive
but discriminatory. It had been agreed that basic needs, food security, livelihood,
that is basic social and economic security for the poor, was a necessary condition
for enabling them to make reproductive choices. (Rao, 2004, p.211)
Noting that the final draft had abandoned all earlier agreed-upon measures and remained
committed to pursuing population control, Dr. Jain called the final document a betrayal and a
war on India’s women.
Facing opposition from women’s organizations due to key provisions within the final
draft that would allow states to use disincentives, as well as concern within India’s Parliament
“about the setting up of independent commission that would control most of the financial and
other resources allocated to family planning” (Sen, 2000, p.16) the draft of the Swaminathan
Committee Report was never finalized into a formal population policy. Entering the 1994
International Conference on Population and Development, also known as the Cairo Conference,
without the successful passage of a national population policy, India’s government was cautious
in committing itself to implementing such a policy. Despite their reluctance, the ICPD proved to
be an important turning point in India’s population efforts for several reasons.
First, during conference proceedings, India’s national family planning program, a central
feature of India’s population efforts, received an in-depth review by conference participants.
Arguing that “ethics and quality of care should not be compromised for demographic goals”
(Visaria et al., 1999, p.98) conference participants advocated a target-free approach, proposing
that India’s population policy should be guided by reproductive health, reproductive rights, and
gender equity, not population control for the sake of development. These policy suggestions
were by no means new, as many of the conference’s policy suggestions were similar to those
advocated for by women’s organizations and healthcare professionals in India during the 1990s.
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Rather, these policy suggestions merely echoed concerns from women’s organizations within
India regarding the necessity of a national population policy centered on maternal and child
health, as well as family planning choice.
Second, the Cairo Program of Action, also known as the Cairo Consensus, greatly
impacted policy efforts in regards to the creation of a national population policy. The Cairo
Program of Action stressed the importance of 1) nation-states working together and adopting
consensus-based population policy frameworks that struck a balance between nation-state goals
of development and modernization with that of women’s rights; and 2) centering women’s health
care and empowerment as overall objectives of nationally-implemented population policy.
Through the employment of rights-based discourse, the Cairo Program of Action shifted existing
population discourse by conceptualizing reproductive healthcare and family planning as
fundamental human rights. Stating that people have the “right to have children by choice,”
(Program, 1994, p.42) and rights to universal access to healthcare, including reproductive
healthcare and family planning, the Cairo Program of Action declared that the purpose of
population policies should be to improve quality of life (Program, 1994, p.32), not to simply
control population growth. By stressing quality of life over that of population control, family
planning was understood “in terms of needs, that is meeting people’s un-met needs, for safe,
effective, affordable, and acceptable methods of family planning of their choice, as well as other
methods of their choice for regulation of fertility” (Program, 1994, p.43).
The Cairo Program of Action centered the importance of women’s empowerment in
relation to reproductive healthcare and family planning, wherein the ability of women to have
control over their reproduction is seen as mutually beneficial for women and the nation-state in
terms of development. Stating that while “the empowerment and autonomy of women and the
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improvement of their political, social, economic, and health status is a highly important end in
itself,” the Program of action also recognized women’s empowerment as “essential for the
achievement of sustainable development” (Program, 1994, p.29). By tying women’s
empowerment via family planning to that of economic development, the Program of Action
stressed the importance of nation-states in addressing issues of gender inequality and
empowerment through formal population policy, for “the full participation of women in all
aspects of life” (p.29) was perceived as necessary if nation-states were to achieve economic
development. As such, the Cairo Conference fundamentally shifted population paradigms at the
international level by moving away from development-based paradigms, which privileged goals
of economic development, to a health-based paradigm which conceptualized development and
improving quality of life through increased access to general and reproductive healthcare as
mutually-existing goals.
While the Cairo Program of Action was not translated into population policy for some
time, changes to India’s family planning program began shortly after the ICPD signaled the
beginning of efforts to address population from a health-based paradigm. In 1995, India’s central
government removed method-specific targets on an experimental basis in 17 districts across
different states to measure whether a target-free approach to population policy would be feasible
(Rao, 2004, p.212). Finding the results of this experiment mainly positive, India’s Ministry of
Health and Family Welfare announced the following year that all family planning targets were to
be abandoned across the nation-state (Visaria, 2002b). That same year, India’s family planning
program was integrated into a larger program focused on reproductive and child health, creating
a decentralized and vertical family planning program to address unmet reproductive and child
healthcare needs. These two changes, which were outlined in the Swaminathan Committee
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Report, would later become central facets of India’s National Population Policy of 2000.
Although India’s family planning program during the mid-1990s shifted towards a reproductive
healthcare paradigm, scholars such as Rao (2004) remain skeptical as to whether this shift was
the result of the ICPD. For Rao, this change can be traced to World Bank policies and practices,
which shifted towards reproductive healthcare and women’s rights following the ICPD. Rather
than the ICPD directly influencing India itself, it was changes in population paradigms at the
international level, particularly for international development funding agencies, following the
conference that this change can be traced. As Rao (2004) states, “given the overwhelming
influence of the World Bank on health and population policies of borrowing countries, it is not
surprising that when the World Bank made a ‘paradigm shift’ to reproductive health, borrowing
countries were quick to follow” (Rao, 2004, p.182).
Finding success through the elimination of family planning targets and integration of
India’s national family planning program, efforts were again made in 1996 to draft a national
population policy. However, success was largely limited due to opposition by women’s
organizations within India, who noted that the Draft Statement on the National Population Policy
revived state-level disincentives and granted state governments considerable power in
implementing population policies outside those of the central government (Rao, 2004, p.211).
Subsequently, debate on a national population policy continued, with efforts to create and
implement a national population policy intensifying as political actors argued for the necessity of
a national population policy for the new millennium. Given the political climate during the time
and strong opposition towards policy that allowed states to use disincentives for family planning,
India’s central government attempted to control the final outcomes of a national population
policy by limiting the actors present in the process. As Sen (2000) states,
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the National Population Policy of 2000 was drafted and discussed almost entirely
within a closed circle of the central Government. The lack of openness was
largely due to disagreements within the ruling Government about whether the
policy should contain disincentives or not. Although there have been previous and
more open discussions about the merits of incentives and disincentives, the draft
this time was fairly tightly controlled. (p.17)
Although, as Sen notes, there were leaks of draft policy proposals to the Indian press, upon
which women’s organizations and NGOs responded, the actors involved in the policy-crafting
process were limited to specific and privileged members of India’s middle and upper castes.
According to appendix two of the NPP, rounds of consultations with the Planning Commission
and Group of Ministers, appointed by India’s Prime Minister, were held in the year prior to the
passage of the NPP to “deliberate over the nuances of the population policy” (GOI, 2001, p.37).
Before finalizing the policy, “the Group of Ministers invited a cross-section of experts from
among academia, public health professionals, demographers, social scientists, and women’s
representatives” (GOI, 2001, p.37), who were asked to discuss and evaluate the Draft National
Population Policy, specifically the topic of incentives and disincentives. Despite inclusion of
women’s representatives during these consultations, the final policy reflects “ideas that flow
from the one-track minds of bureaucrats” (Banerji, 2000 p.680), as the focus of the NPP
continues to be on curbing population growth for the sake of nation-state development and
modernization. In many ways, then, India’s National Population Policy of 2000, represents an
exclusionary form of knowledge production in which only certain actors (i.e., those occupying
privileged positions of government power) were actively involved in shaping the policy.
3.4 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to understand the political and historical contexts in
which the NPP was created. Analyzed from a transnational feminist lens with a focus on
knowledge production, I traced population discourse from colonial occupation through
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independence to examine how population growth is conceptualized, and the actors involved in
shaping paradigms. Informed by Gayatri Spivak’s concept of imperialist epistemic violence, my
analysis of knowledge production attempted to understand why and how the subaltern is absent
within processes of knowledge production. Through this chapter, I have demonstrated that
population discourse and knowledge production within India has been a primarily exclusionary
process. Occurring within governmental structures and institutions, the voices of colonial
officials- British and Indigenous and upper-caste economists, Indian Nationalists, birth control
advocates, demographers, and political actors-were privileged in discourse production. Creating
an “othering” and silencing of subaltern voices and knowledges, members of India’s lower
castes, Muslims, and rural poor have been predominantly excluded from formal political
structures that facilitate discourse and knowledge production, particularly that of population
policy.
This chapter also demonstrated that India’s history as a colonial territory informs
processes of discourse and knowledge production that are necessary for population paradigms.
Through this analysis, I found that India’s knowledge production following independence as
represented by five-year development plans, was originally based upon elitist Nationalist
discourse regarding India’s development and modernization that had developed during
colonization. However, through the introduction of NGOs and IGOs into India’s political
structures, knowledge and discourse evolved to reflect population growth concerns related to
Global North hegemony, resulting in the emergence of development paradigms. In doing so, the
focus of knowledge and discourse production became that of population control for the sake of
demographic transition. Coalescing into coercive family planning practices during the late
twentieth-century, efforts were made by India’s political actors as well as IGOs to shift away
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from development based population policy and towards policy focused on reproductive and child
healthcare (RCH). Facilitated by the ICPD, this shift towards reproductive healthcare resulted in
India’s NPP, which is based upon the RCH policy framework advocated for during conference
proceedings. In this regard, the RCH framework represents a paradigm shift, as old forms of
knowledge regarding population growth and development were replaced with new knowledge
focused on balancing social and economic development through reproductive and child
healthcare. However, to understand whether the NPP represents a policy paradigm shift, it is
necessary to analyze discourse within the policy, as discourse is reflective of the paradigm upon
which policy is based.
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Chapter Four: Textual Analysis
Introduction
In my previous chapter, I engaged in situational analysis to analyze the political and
historical context in which India’s National Population Policy of 2000 arose. Approached from a
transnational feminist lens with a focus on knowledge production, I examined the genealogy of
population discourse and knowledge production within India. Drawing upon Gayatri Spivak’s
concept of imperialist epistemic violence, my analysis of knowledge production attempts to
understand why and how the subaltern is absent within processes of knowledge production. From
this analysis, I demonstrated that discourse and knowledge production within India is largely
exclusionary, with subaltern voices being silenced and “othered” and certain privileged voices
having disproportionate influence.
Building upon analysis in my previous chapter, this chapter is concerned with engaging
in transnational feminist textual analysis of India’s NPP itself. Textual analysis, as outlined in
my methodology, attempts to understand how situational context of knowledge (policy)
production may have bearing on linguistic and discursive features of the text itself. This chapter
is guided by the postcolonial feminist concept of palimpsest, which is a term that originates in
archival research, “meaning a bit of papyrus or parchment from which the original script has
been erased and a new script written instead” (Nikolajeva, 2005, p.14). Within the context of
postcolonial feminist theory, palimpsest denotes the ways in which the past is present in the
future despite the efforts to “erase and write a new script”. Two central questions guide this
chapter: 1) What voices and knowledges are present/absent within the text of the NPP?; and 2)
How does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges within the text of the
NPP impact what is recognized and regarded as important? Engaging in textual analysis via a
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transnational feminist framework is important, because it can reveal how linguistic features of
policy may be associated with particular social and political values/ideologies, as well as the
ways in which these values/ideologies are connected to larger systems of oppression and
marginalization. Through this analysis I argue that the subaltern is absent within India’s NPP
because we never hear the subaltern talk about itself, as subaltern voices have been pushed to the
margins of political discourse and knowledge production. Instead, the subaltern “is a medium
through which competing discourses represent their claims, a palimpsest written over the text of
other desires, other meanings” (Gandhi, 1998, p.90).
This chapter is structured into three sections, each of which focuses on a specific theme
of textual analysis. In section one, I provide a brief analysis of the policy framework upon which
the NPP is based to understand the ways in which ideology is omnipresent within this
framework, and how this impacts the ways in which discourse is constructed. In section two, I
focus on the discursive construction of women’s empowerment as it relates to the NPP’s
neoliberal framework. Section three focuses on the discursive theme of reproductive
essentialization, wherein the category of woman is constructed in relation to women’s ability to
be wives and mothers. Following this analysis is a brief conclusion in which I discuss my
findings. Analyzing the text of the NPP is important to my central research question regarding
paradigm shift in that discourse within policy reflects the paradigm upon which it is based. This
means that textual analysis can reveal how particular themes in policy are related to particular
paradigms, revealing the ways in which discourse and knowledge have or have not shifted in
regards to population policy.
4.1 Policy Framework- A Brief Overview and Analysis
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As already discussed, the policy framework of the NPP was a product of changing
population paradigms that occurred at the international level following the 1994 International
Conference on Population and Development. The Cairo Program of Action, which was shaped
substantially by transnational feminist advocates and activists who argued for the necessity of
moving away from coercive population policy, is often seen as a “milestone” in population
efforts. Introducing into international population discourse “concepts of informed choice, rights
based, quality of care, and client oriented” (Simon-Kumar, 2016, p.3), the Cairo Program of
Action is credited with shifting emphasis away from population control by advocating for a new
population policy framework that was driven by goals of improving health and wellbeing for
women and children. This new framework, also known as the reproductive and child health care
(RCH) framework, emphasizes improving quality of life through increased access to
reproductive and child healthcare services, as well as fostering reproductive autonomy for
women. Centered upon ideas of “choice” and “human rights,” the RCH positions women as
autonomous beings who have rights to make “free” and “informed” choices about their
reproductive health. Central to this framework is the importance placed on reproductive
decision-making outside of coercion and force (Simon-Kumar, 2007, p.372), with the use of
incentives and disincentives by national and state governments being discouraged, as they do not
allow “true” reproductive autonomy and choice for women. In addressing issues related to equity
of access, particularly in terms of contraceptives, emphasis is placed on contraceptive choice and
informed family planning (Program of Action, 1994, item 7.2).
As Rao (2006) has noted, the impact of the Cairo Program of Action on India’s NPP is
apparent in regards to policy framework, which is based largely on the RCH framework outlined
during conference proceedings (p.248). Acknowledging that population policy is more than
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population control for the sake of development, the opening statement of the NPP declares that
“the overriding object of economic and social development is to improve the quality of lives that
people lead, to enhance their well-being, and to provide them with opportunities and choices to
become productive assets in society” (National Population Policy, 2000, p.1). Recognizing the
necessity of balancing economic and social development for the health and wellbeing of its
population, the NPP outlines fourteen policy objectives for improving health and healthcare
access for women and children. Ranging from improving nutrition to increased access to
education, the NPP’s framework has been praised by some as a more “gender sensitive
framework” attuned to the needs of women and children (Vanita Mukherjee, 2002, p.69).
While the RCH framework that shapes India’s NPP appears to be sensitive to the needs
of women and children through increased access to healthcare, the ideology underlying this
framework needs to examined, for ideology greatly influences and impacts how population
policy is discursively constructed and interpreted by political actors. As previously noted, the
RCH framework arose during the mid-1990s as a means by which to address concerns that
women from the Global South had in regards to development-driven population policies.
Although the 1990s is marked with increased transnational activism from women’s
organizations, particularly in the sphere of politics through the rise of international conferences,
the 1990s is also marked with the ascendance of neoliberalism via globalization (Moghadam,
2005, p.28). Primarily understood as
a form of economic organizing captured in the understanding of a free market and
as an enabler of freedom, neoliberalism amalgamates political, social, and cultural
narratives of organizing within the framework of the free market achieved
through the participation of the individual in exchange processes. (Dutta, 2008,
p.1)
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As an ideology, neoliberalism is predicated upon concepts of individualism and choice in
relation to the market, wherein the individual is seen not as a person, but as a consumer. By
defining the individual as a consumer, citizenship within neoliberalism is re-conceptualized in
relation to one’s ability to participate in the market (Simon-Kumar, 2007, p.378). Above all, the
market is central to the ideology of neoliberalism, as it “becomes the guiding principle for the
relationship between the citizen and the state” (Simon-Kumar, 2007, p.366). While
neoliberalism, as noted above, has been traditionally understood as an economic ideology that
guides nation-states, neoliberalism also manifests itself in population policy. In particular,
population frameworks, like the RCH that structures India’s National Population Policy of 2000,
reflect the dominant ideologies of their time. As such, the RCH framework, in many regards, is a
neoliberal population framework that understands population growth and the role of the nationstate in relation to neoliberal ideals.
The ideology of neoliberalism underlies the RCH framework in several ways. First,
“individual choice and individual-level decision making” (Basnyat & Dutta, 2014, p.339), in
reference to family planning and reproductive healthcare, is centered. Importance is placed on
the “informed” citizen who, through family-planning services, makes “rational” and educated
reproductive choices. A central component to the NPP is its “commitment towards voluntary and
informed choice and consent of citizens when availing reproductive healthcare services and a
continuation of the target free approach in administering family planning services” (Government
of India, 2000, p.6). By emphasizing informed family planning, the NPP constructs family
planning as an individual-level choice that must occur through educated and informed means.
Second, the RCH framework constructs women as consumers of contraceptives and
family planning services, wherein emphasis is placed on the supply-side of reproductive
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healthcare via the market (Batliwala, 2007, p.174). As seen within the NPP, the construction of
consumer is accomplished through the category of unmet contraceptive need, wherein these
needs are assumed to be fulfilled by the market. For example, the NPP states that the “immediate
objective of the NPP is to address the unmet need for contraception” (GOI, 2001, p.2), which is
to be achieved through the market via private-public partnerships (GOI, 2001, p.32). The
construction of consumer is further seen within the policy through the statement of “providing a
wider basket of choices in contraception, through innovative social marketing schemes to reach
household levels” (GOI, 2001, p.21). Here the construction of the consumer is most salient, as
contraceptives are perceived to be simple, individual-level consumptive choices outside of
existing structures that mitigate these ‘choices.’
Third, the market is assumed to not only facilitate access to reproductive and family
planning healthcare, but to address issues of social justice and equity. As Batliwala (2007) states,
the RCH approach “addresses social injustices through market mechanisms, assuming, for
instance, that economic restructuring and market liberalization will create ‘trickle-down’ effects
that will, in turn, eradicate poverty and gender inequality” (p.174). Consequently, the RCH
framework centers the role of the neoliberal economic market as not only a provider of
reproductive healthcare and family planning, but as a facilitator of social justice and equity. In
doing so, as I argue below, the underlying ideology within this framework greatly influences
how India’s NPP is discursively constructed in reference to two main themes: women’s
empowerment and reproductive essentialization.
4.2 Women’s Empowerment
As mentioned previously, the NPP has been perceived by some as a more gendersensitive policy, as it acknowledges women’s empowerment as a central component to economic
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and social development. Although women’s empowerment is included as a policy theme within
India’s NPP, it is necessary to critically analyze how empowerment is discursively constructed
within the confines of its neoliberal framework. Upon a close-reading of the NPP, women’s
empowerment is not explicitly defined, instead relying on chained equivalence to define
empowerment. According to Ernesto Laclau (1990), chained equivalence refers to the
“placement of words in relation to one another, wherein their meaning becomes contingent on
the other words in the chain” (p.161). In the case of India’s NPP, women’s empowerment is
defined in relation to two central concepts that include the neoliberal market and fertility control.
The neoliberal market features heavily in relation to India’s conceptualization of
women’s empowerment, as the ability to access the market and engage in wage labor define the
extent to which women are empowered. While economic productivity as general concept is
discussed within the NPP as a key facet to economic development and population stabilization,
as “the vast numbers of the people of India can be its greatest asset if they are provided with the
means to lead healthy and economically productive lives” (GOI, 2001, p.19), economic
productivity takes precedent in defining women’s empowerment. Stating that efforts need to be
made at state and community levels to increase “female participation in paid employment” (GOI,
2000, p.7), the NPP stresses the importance of women “leading economically productive lives”
(p.19). This focus on women’s empowerment through economic integration is further echoed in
appendix one of the NPP which states, “as a measure to empower women, open more child care
centers in rural and urban slums, where a woman worker may leave her children in responsible
hands. This will encourage female participation in paid employment” (GOI, 2001, p.22). As
these quotes demonstrate, women’s empowerment is constructed exclusively in relation to the
neoliberal market, wherein women are expected to become productive citizens outside the home.
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For India’s NPP, women’s empowerment takes on a governmental function, as it “aims to
produce aware and active subject-citizens who participate in the project of governance and mold
their behavior toward certain ends” (Aradhana, 2008, p. 3). Through this governmental function,
women’s empowerment works to define and categorize groups of people, creating two distinct
categories based on their relation to the economic market: empowered and disempowered
women. Empowered women are seen as those who are self-aware, self-interested, competitive,
profit-motivated, and fully integrated into the neoliberal market, thus making them productive
citizens. They represent, as Ardhana (2008) states, the “rights-bearing, homo-economicus model
of personhood” (p. 26). Inherent within this categorical construction of empowerment are caste
implications, with empowered women coming to signify women from middle and upper castes,
as their social positionalities do not limit access to the economic market. Within this
categorization, disempowered women come to be defined in direct opposition to the self-aware,
self-interested, empowered woman, as they are seen as “powerless and lacking the attitudes and
means to become rational, economic agents,” wherein the “solution is to supply them with those
means and outlooks so that they can contribute to economic growth” (Ardhana, 2008, p.27).
Conversely, disempowered women come to signify those who have “low social and economic
statuses that limit their access to education” (GOI, 2001, p.8), which by extension limits their
ability to be economically productive citizens. The assumption exists in this construction that
women can become empowered simply by orienting themselves towards neoliberal norms and
values and the market, as economic empowerment comes to represent women’s empowerment.
This discursive construction of women’s empowerment, in which primacy is given to
economic dimensions of empowerment, has several implications for India’s NPP. First, focusing
on empowerment in relation to the market ignores the ways in which social and power
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inequalities impact women’s lives. While the NPP recognizes that social inequalities contribute
to health disparities for women, as “women’s health is determined by multiple and complex
socio-cultural factors” (Government of India, 2000, p.7), there is no recognition of how these
inequalities translate into other aspects of women’s lives. Through the discursive linking of
women’s empowerment to the market, India’s NPP erases the multi-dimensionality of women’s
lived experiences and attempts to understand social inequality purely in relation to economic
access, ignoring other facets of women’s inequality. It also conflates, as Cornwall (2015) notes,
power and money and imbues the acquisition of money with almost magical
powers: as if once women have their own money, they can wave a wand and wish
away the social norms, affective relationships, and embedded institutions that
constrain them. (p. 9)
In other words, focusing on women’s empowerment in relation to the market is overly simplistic
and reductionist, as it fails to understand the complexity of women’s positionalities and how
these positionalities intersect with institutions and norms that impact women’s lives. Second, the
construction of empowerment through participation in the neoliberal market positions women as
empty “vessels” that can be infused with “power”, as though “power” were a transmittable entity
(Cornwall, 2015, p.9). Focusing exclusively on power in relation to the market obfuscates other
forms of power and agency, constructing particular demographic groups as monolithicallyoppressed and powerless group due to their lack of access to the economic market. This, in turn,
replicates colonialist representations of the oppressed post-colonial woman who lacks agency
and power due to patriarchal control and tradition (Spivak, 1988, p.306).
Third, by constructing women as “vessels” in relation to power and the market, women’s
agency becomes relational, wherein attention is given to what women are able to do for others.
As Cornwall (2015) notes, at the “destination of women’s empowerment lie a host of good
things: better health, better governance, improved economic outcomes, the holy grail of
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economic growth” (p.9). In the case of India’s NPP, women’s agency is constructed in relation to
the family and motherhood, as better health and economic outcomes from women’s
empowerment are assumed to transfer to the family. This is most apparent in the objective
entitled “Empowering Women for Improved Health and Nutrition,” wherein the focus is on
women’s empowerment for the sake of infant and child health. Framed via discourse of maternal
health and mortality, the NPP notes “a disparity and inequity in access to appropriate healthcare
and nutrition services throughout the lifetime, particularly during pregnancy” (GOI, 2000, p.8).
Linking women’s health and nutrition to that of infants and children assumes better health
outcomes for women via economic empowerment has generational impacts, meaning that
women’s “power” and “agency” is not simply her own. Women’s relational agency is further
seen in India’s NPP in terms of poverty reduction and development, wherein the “transmission”
of power and agency that comes with access to the neoliberal market is perceived to “reduce
instances of poverty and facilitate development” (GOI, 2000, p.7) that will, in turn, positively
impact families, communities, and the nation.
This construction of women’s empowerment as a means to address poverty and
development draws heavily from the “Women in Development” paradigm common within
development scholarship, which views women as conduits through which economic
development can be achieved (Cornwall et. al, 2000, p.3). This, in turn, thrusts the responsibility
of development and poverty alleviation upon women, as it positions women as responsible for
raising the post-colonial family and nation-state out of poverty and towards development.
Consequently, India’s NPP constructs women’s empowerment as a conduit through which social
ills can be solved, as though increasing women’s agency and self-efficacy in itself are not policy
goals that warrant attention.
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For women to access the neoliberal market and achieve empowerment, fertility control
and adopting the “small-family norm” are viewed as essential. Within India’s NPP, the smallfamily norm, which is not explicitly defined, but typically refers to having no more than two
children, is linked to “promoting female participation in paid employment” (GOI, 2000, p.7) and
“higher levels of participation in the paid workforce for women” (GOI, 2000, p.8). The argument
for women’s empowerment through fertility control within the NPP relies upon the demarcation
of male and female reproduction, wherein fertility levels amongst certain sexed bodies are
perceived as detrimental to economic opportunities. As stated in the NPP,
in the past, population programs have tended to exclude menfolk. The active
involvement of men is called for in planning families, supporting contraceptive
use, and helping pregnant women stay healthy. In short, the active cooperation
and participation of men is vital (GOI, 2001, p.11)
As this quote demonstrates, although male reproduction is mentioned within the NPP in terms of
“motivating men to adopt contraceptives and the small family norm” (Mukherjee, 2007, p.10),
fertility control for men is not linked to economic access or ability, discursively marking
women’s reproduction as a site that warrants control. The small-family norm and controlling
fertility through family planning are central to neoliberal conceptualizations of women’s
empowerment, as uncontrolled or “natural” fertility is viewed as a hindrance in women’s ability
to participate in the market (i.e., be productive), and by extension, achieve agency and power.
However, by centering women’s reproduction and fertility control as necessary for
empowerment, India’s NPP creates an overly simplistic understanding of women’s
empowerment that fails to take into account the complexity of the social world and the “multiple
forms of power” (Mukherjee, 2007, p.3) that impact and intersect in women’s lives. In particular,
centering women’s empowerment upon fertility control obfuscates the ways in which women’s
reproductive choices are mitigated by factors outside of simple “individual choice,” wherein
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power relations between men and women greatly impact the reproductive outcomes of women
(Mukherjee, 2007, p.10), which, by extension, also impact their economic opportunities. While
the NPP discursively recognizes that “gender inequalities in patriarchal societies ensure that men
play a critical role in determining the education and employment of family members” (GOI,
2001, p.11), this recognition is only cursory as the focus of women’s empowerment continues to
be facilitated through fertility control, which is compounded by multiple and complex factors. In
other words, by attempting to understand women’s empowerment strictly through the lens of
fertility control, wherein controlling fertility is necessary to engage in the market through which
empowerment is achieved, India’s NPP “demonstrates a simplistic and technical understanding
and approach to women’s empowerment” (Mukherjee, 2007, p.13) that is far removed from the
lived experiences of India’s women.
4.3 Reproductive Essentialization
In addition to women’s empowerment, reproductive essentialization emerges as a central
discursive theme of India’s NPP. According to Inhorn (2006), reproductive essentialization
refers to the process by which “women’s most essential characteristic is seen as their ability to
reproduce the generations” (p.347). In the case of India’s NPP, reproductive essentialization is
emphasized through its focus on maternal and child health, “breaking the links between general
health and reproductive health for women” (Bhandal, 2014, p.11). This emphasis on motherhood
and childhood is most saliently seen in objectives sixteen and seventeen of the NPP, which state
that
Impaired health and nutrition is compounded by early childbearing, and
consequent risk of serious pregnancy related complications. Women’s risk of
premature death and disability is highest during their reproductive years.
Malnutrition, frequent pregnancies, unsafe abortions, RTI and STI, all combine to
keep the maternal mortality ratio in India among the highest globally. (GOI, 2000,
p.8)
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Low social and economic status of girls and women limits their access to
education, good nutrition, as well as money to pay for health care and family
planning services. The extent of maternal mortality is an indicator of disparity and
inequity in access to appropriate health care and nutrition services throughout a
lifetime, and particularly during pregnancy and childbirth, and is a crucial factor
contributing to high maternal mortality. (GOI, 2000, p.8)
As these policy objectives demonstrate, women are discursively positioned in relation to
reproduction and motherhood, wherein reproduction and motherhood are viewed as central
characteristics that define the category of “woman” (Bhandal, 2014, p.10). There is the
discursive presumption that women will become wives and mothers, through which they will
bear and raise children. Concerned primarily with maternal and child health, India’s NPP does
not extend its focus beyond periods of childbearing, thus restricting women’s health to a narrow
focus on fertility and motherhood (Ostlin et al., 2003, p.210). In turn, this narrow focus on
childbearing fails to acknowledge the diversity of women’s lived experiences and how this
diversity impacts women’s health and wellbeing, focusing instead on women’s biological
abilities. Lost in this narrow focus are health concerns outside of childbearing, including
reproductive healthcare needs of adolescents, single mothers, and India’s aging population.
Although India’s NPP acknowledges adolescents and other underserved populations within
appendix one of the policy, stating that efforts must be made to “ensure access to information,
counseling and services, including reproductive health services that are affordable and
accessible” (GOI, 2001, 29), this acknowledgement is cursorily, as the central focus remains on
addressing motherhood and childbearing. In doing so, India’s NPP “redefined women’s health as
the health of the womb” (Bhandal, 2014, p.11), wherein the focus is on improving women’s
reproductive health so that they can later give birth to India’s future generations.
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India’s NPP utilizes a biomedical understanding to maternal and child health that views
health and wellbeing from a supply-side orientation. According to this approach, addressing
maternal and child disparities can only be achieved if reproductive needs are met, with the focus
being to prioritize women’s and infants’ health by addressing unmet healthcare needs by
increasing access to health services and supplies. As discussed previously, this supply-side
orientation is most salient within arguments of unmet contraceptive need, wherein the focus
continues to be on lowering “high fertility rates due to the unmeet need for contraception” (GOI,
2001, p.9). Focusing strictly on women’s and infants’ health, however, “overshadows socioeconomic, cultural, and environmental factors surrounding health” (Ostlin et. al, 2003, p.25),
wherein the focus is on addressing healthcare in terms of unmet need and services. As seen
within India’s NPP, there is little recognition of how health and wellbeing for women and
children is determined by complex and intersecting factors that impact if and how healthcare is
availed. While the NPP does state that gender relations within patriarchal societies ensures that
men play a central role in “access to and utilization of health, nutrition, and family welfare
services for women and children” (GOI, 2001, p.11), the meaning of this statement is ‘drowned
out’ by the policy focus on contraceptive supplies and services, In doing so, the assumption lies
that the health and wellbeing of women and children can be addressed sufficiently by focusing
on the supply-side of healthcare, as though healthcare were not embedded within social
structures and institutions.
Within the realm of policy, motherhood and childhood are constructed as categories that
need to be protected by institutions and the nation-state. Employing what Schurko (2012) refers
to as “family-demographic discourse,” in which women are positioned in relation to social
policies aimed at protecting motherhood and childhood (p.262), India’s NPP emphasizes
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maternal and childhood health as a priority of the nation-state, as the future of India is linked to
the ability of women to reproduce strong and healthy future generations. Stating that “maternal
mortality is not merely a health disadvantage, it is a matter of social injustice” (GOI, 2000, p.8)
and that “infant mortality is a sensitive indicator of human development” (p.8), India’s NPP
outlines strategies aimed at ensuring healthy reproduction and motherhood for women. These
policy strategies include “Programs for Safe Motherhood, Universal Immunization and Child
Survival” (GOI, 2000, p.8), as well as “intensifying neo-natal care” (p.9). By emphasizing
maternal and child health as a nation-state priority, India’s NPP represents a
tacit contract between women and the nation state, according to which women
must carry out their reproductive function and certain responsibilities for raising
children, while the state, which control this process, in turn assists and supports
women, families, and children. This contract between women and the nation-state
gives rise to the ‘institutionalization’ of motherhood, in which different state
institutions are charged with providing care to the female reproductive body.
(Schurko, 2012, p.262)
The institutionalization of motherhood is a central facet of India’s NPP, in which neoliberalism
has widened the actors involved in providing care to the female body. Although nation-state
institutions, such as the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, continue to play an important
role in assisting women in carrying out their reproductive functions, India’s NPP acknowledges
the role of NGOs and private partnerships in carrying out maternal and infant healthcare.
According to the NPP, “a national effort to reach out to households [in providing
maternal healthcare] cannot be sustained by government alone. We need to put in place a
partnership of non-government voluntary organizations, the private corporate sector,
government, and the community” (GOI, 2001, p.12). This focus on the role of NGOs in
providing care to the female body is again echoed in appendix one of the NPP, stating that a
“collaboration between the voluntary sector and the NGOs will facilitate dissemination of
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efficient service delivery” and that “specific collaboration with the non-governmental sector in
the social marketing of contraceptives… will be encouraged” (GOI, 2001, p.32). The increased
focus on the non-governmental sector and role of NGOs in providing maternal and child
healthcare is reflective of the neoliberal ideology upon which the policy is structured, as the
shrinking of the state is to be filled and supported by the NGOs and voluntary sector. Through
the outsourcing of women’s and children’s healthcare to NGOs, greater emphasis is placed on
the role of the non-profit and private sector in “filling the gaps” in terms of state provided
healthcare, with maternal and child healthcare being of increased focus. While the increased role
of NGOs and the private sector in providing maternal and child healthcare has been regarded as a
natural extension of improving healthcare services in an increasingly-globalized world, the role
of NGOs and the private sector has also served to institutionalize motherhood at the international
level. Consequently, India’s NPP serves to re-embed women within familial relations, wherein
motherhood and the family have emerged as key sites in which the nation-state, as well as
international institutions, exercise “neoliberal governmentality” (Cornwall et. al, 2008, p.5).
4.4 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to engage in transnational feminist textual analysis of the
NPP in order to understand how situational context of knowledge (policy) production affects the
discursive features of the text. Guided by the postcolonial feminist concept of palimpsest, this
chapter asks two central questions: what voices and knowledges are present/absent within the
text and how does the presence or absence of particular voices and knowledges impact what is
recognized and regarded as important? Through textual analysis of India’s NPP, specifically
discursive themes of women’s empowerment and reproductive essentialization, I demonstrate
that discourse within India’s NPP reflects the continued absence and silencing of subaltern
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voices from policy due to the neoliberal framework upon which the NPP is based. Within this
framework, the voices of the subaltern are not recognized, as primacy is given to neoliberal
actors and institutions. By keeping the subaltern silent, the NPP represents discursively
constructed desires and meanings of the nation-state, wherein the goal of policy continues to be
economic development and modernization through the re-construction of post-colonial subjects.
Subsequently, the discursive commitment to economically driven population policy through
neoliberalism demonstrates that while the NPP is based upon the RCH framework, India’s
political actors continue to draw upon particular population paradigms that replicate previous
understandings of population growth in relation to the nation-state.
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Chapter Five: Social Analysis
Introduction
In my previous chapter, I engaged in transnational feminist textual analysis to critically
examine the ways in which discursive features of India’s National Population Policy of 2000
reflect the situational context in which it was produced. Analyzed via the postcolonial feminist
concept of palimpsest, I attempted to understand what voices and knowledges were present
and/or absent within the NPP, and how this presence/absence of particular voices and
knowledges impacted what was recognized and regarded as important within policy. Through
this analysis, I demonstrated that marginalized voices have been excluded within the NPP, as
they have been pushed to the edges of formal knowledge (policy) production. As a result, India’s
NPP discursively reflects the construction of the subaltern as a medium through which political
actors and institutions can reconfigure and write their own desires and meanings. Specifically,
discursive themes of women’s empowerment and reproductive essentialization reflect the ways
in which notions of the subaltern have been rewritten to fit within a narrow neoliberal policy
paradigm that grants primacy to the market.
Building upon my analysis in chapter four, this chapter engages in social analysis of
India’s NPP via a transnational feminist lens to explore the relationship between the text (i.e..
policy) and social practice. The purpose of this chapter is to analyze how the text of the NPP
impacts and informs social practices and behaviors, specifically that of reproduction. As such,
this chapter is guided by two central questions: 1) How does the text of the NPP affect social
practices and behaviors in regards to particular gendered, racialized, and classed bodies?; 2)
What impact does the language of the NPP have on the actual social practices of family planning
and population growth reduction within India? Through this analysis, I attempt to understand the
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potential social consequences of India’s NPP and how these consequences disproportionately
affect particular populations within India.
This chapter is divided into three sections, each of which focuses on a specific aspect of
social analysis. In section one, I focus on women’s empowerment discourse to discuss the
limitations of understanding empowerment in relation to economic access, as well as the
potential social consequences that arise from defining empowerment within a narrow neoliberal
framework. In section two, my analysis focuses on fertility and the discursive limitations of
understanding women’s empowerment in relation to fertility control. In particular, I analyze the
ways in which women’s empowerment through fertility control is predicated on particular caste
and class norms of fertility and reproduction, wherein these norms have become universalized
and rationalized to understand the social specificities of certain social classes. In section three, I
focus on reproductive essentialization and bio-politics to understand how the discursive
construction of motherhood and reproduction within the NPP reflects particular understandings
of gendered, classed, and caste reproduction. Through this analysis, I attempt to make present the
ways in which subaltern reproduction continues to be discursively constructed and understood
within a narrow framework of overpopulation and control, resulting in reproductive and
contraceptive disparities. Following that analysis, I provide a brief conclusion of this chapter and
what my findings mean within the context of social analysis. Social analysis is important to my
question of paradigm shift in that it reveals the impact of policy on social practices and
behaviors, thus revealing whether a paradigm shift has or has not occurred within policy
5.1 Women’s Empowerment: Is It Enough?
As discussed in my previous chapter, women’s empowerment within the NPP is framed
via neoliberal discourse, wherein the focus of empowerment has, and continues to be, integrating
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women into economic structures to make them productive citizens for the nation-state. As a
result, women’s empowerment has “been both downsized and instrumentalized within this
neoliberal paradigm,” resulting in a monolithic conceptualization of empowerment (Menon-Sen,
2010, p.175). Through this conceptualization of women’s empowerment through economic
integration, several social consequences arise. First, monolithic notions of empowerment exclude
marginalized voices and knowledges that are important to challenging systemic oppression and
marginalization that impact women’s lives. Given the unique spaces that marginalized peoples
occupy in relation to structural oppression, the absence of these voices and knowledges means
that nuance and complexity is lost in favor of standardization. In particular, monolithic notions of
empowerment “miss culturally [and socially] relevant nuances around local understandings of
the concepts and practices of empowerment” (Porter, 2013, p.5). The result of conceptualizing
women’s empowerment in relation to economic integration is that it fails to recognize
complexity, and as a result, may exclude or inadequately address structural inequalities and
oppression that are specific to women’s social positionalities.
Additionally, focusing on women’s empowerment in terms of economic access grants
nation-states and NGOs considerable power over women, as empowerment is largely guided and
shaped by political actors and institutions that are exclusionary. This is not to say that
empowerment cannot or has not been redefined by grassroots organizations to reconceptualize
empowerment within a larger framework that takes into account social positionalities and social
structures. However, as Sharma (2008) argues, empowerment discourse at the nation-state and
international level has “consolidated” women’s empowerment in terms of economic access, with
funding from NGOs and governmental organizations going towards economic women’s
initiatives and programs (p.36). While this funding has been viewed by NGOs and governmental
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organizations as beneficial to women, as it has given rise to “empowerment” programs such as
micro-loans and savings-and-credit groups, it’s important to recognize that empowerment
programs and initiatives can have negative consequences and reinforce social inequality when
they are narrowly defined within a neoliberal framework.
Illustrative of these consequences were studies conducted by Rogaly (1996) and Mayoux
(1997), that demonstrated the ways in which women’s empowerment strategies do not always
reach or benefit the marginalized when they focus strictly on economic dimensions of
empowerment. Conducted in Andhra Pradesh, Rogaly and Mayoux attempted to understand the
experiences of women who were members of a micro-enterprise group that had received loans
from their local government following an aggressive government campaign focused on women’s
empowerment (Menon-Sen, 2010, p.176). Through this study, Rogaly and Mayoux found that
women were often “persuaded” into taking multiple loans, as acceptor targets had been set,
resulting in indebtedness and violence from their male partners when they became overburdened
with financial debt. In a similar study, Karmin (2011) found that micro-finance initiatives and
programs aimed at empowering women often disproportionately affect low-caste and poor Dalit
women, reinforcing social inequalities and power relations between men and women (p.114).
Although these studies were conducted years apart and in different locations within India,
they point to the ways in which women’s empowerment in a practical sense, when defined in
relation to economic access, fails to address the social structures and power relations that impact
women’s lives, and can therefore reinforce these structures. What these studies also demonstrate
is the ways in which nation-states and NGOs, who define the extent of women’s empowerment,
can provide funding and grants towards women’s empowerment initiatives that can be harmful,
rather than helpful, to women and other marginalized communities. The ability of NGOs to
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institute women’s empowerment programs and initiatives that are harmful to marginalized
communities is facilitated by the NPP itself, as no mechanisms or structures are discussed to
regulate the roles of NGOs and the voluntary sector. While the NPP suggests the idea of
“guidelines to articulate the role and responsibility of [the NGO sector],” and the formulation of
“standards for clinical services in the public, private, and NGO sectors” (GOI, 2001, p.25), this
suggestion is never built-upon with any real policy commitments, leaving the role of NGOs open
to interpretation by NGOs themselves and India’s central government. As such, the discursive
construction of women’s empowerment within India’s NPP has multiple potential social
consequences, including the reinforcement of structural inequality and power relations between
women and men, as well as between women and the nation-state.
5.2 Fertility Control and the Limitations of Discourse
Within India’s NPP, fertility control is a central theme, as empowerment is linked to the
ability of women to control their fertility. For women, fertility control is constructed as a
necessity, as uncontrolled fertility is perceived to limit economic opportunities and access to the
market. Central to this construction is the concept of the “small-family norm,” wherein limiting
or preventing pregnancy after two children is seen as desirable to ensure healthy families (GOI,
2000, p.7). India’s NPP devotes a substantial amount of space within the policy discussing the
importance and necessity of the small-family norm, with seventeen promotional and motivational
measures proposed for the adoption of the small family norm. These measures vary greatly in
terms of promoting and motivating couples to adopt the small family norm, which include,
Panchayats and Zila Parishads will be rewarded and honored for exemplary
performance in universalizing the small family norm, achieving reductions in
infant mortality and birth rates, and promoting literacy with completion of
primary schooling. (GOI, 2000, p.17)
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A Family Welfare-linked Health Insurance Plan will be established. Couples
below the poverty line, who undergo sterilization with not more than two living
children, would become eligible for health insurance. (GOI, 2000, p.17)
Couples below the poverty line, who marry after the legal age of marriage,
register the marriage, have their first child after the mother reaches the age of 21,
accept the small family norm, and adopt a terminal method after the birth of the
second child, will be rewarded. (GOI, 2000, p.18)
Of particular interest to the adoption of the small-family norm is the inclusion of motivational
measure sixteen which states,
The 42nd Constitutional Amendment has frozen the number of representatives in
the Lok Sabha, on the basis of population, at 1971 census levels. The freeze is
currently valid until 2001, and has served as an incentive for state governments to
fearlessly pursue the agenda for population stabilization. This freeze needs to be
extended until 2026. (GOI, 2000, p.18)
Through the use of aggressive language in terms of a ‘fearless pursuit of population stabilization’
at the state level, the NPP makes it clear that states and districts themselves have a vested interest
in pursuing the small-family norm, as population growth is tied to the ability of states to
represent themselves within India’s Congress. Although family planning and reproductive
autonomy for women are important, the construction of women’s empowerment through fertility
control represents a one-dimensional understanding of reproduction. Specifically, India’s NPP
fails to recognize the socio-cultural specificity of reproduction, as reproduction and family norms
are constructed in relation to middle- and upper-caste reproduction. This has many implications
for subaltern women, who often find themselves at the center of family planning efforts that
affect particular caste and classed bodies.
As discussed in chapter three, middle- and upper-caste reproduction was constructed and
propagated in relation to subaltern reproduction, wherein the ability to control and “unyoke”
oneself from pregnancy was seen as desirable and indicative of one’s civility. Inherent within
this construction are caste and economic implications, as children amongst middle- and upper-
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caste families were not perceived as an economic necessity, but rather, a “major source of costs
for their parents, hence the incentive of having smaller families” (Hartmann, 1999, p.6). In this
sense, limiting family size and having fewer children is understandable from an economic point
of view, as middle- and upper-caste families did not have to rely upon their children for income
and economic generation. However, for low-caste and poor families, having more children is
seen as desirable, as they provide a vital source of income, labor, and security for parents
(Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.49). As Mamdani (1972) observed in their study of reproduction in
Manupur, India, having a large family is far from being irrational for low-caste and poor
agricultural workers. Having a large family, in many regards, is a necessity for survival, as
children constitute a crucial part of the family economy, particularly in terms of labor. For these
families, controlling fertility would “mean voluntarily reducing the labor of the family, the basic
economic unit, and courting economic disaster” (p.145). Thus, it can be argued that family size
and fertility control depends on varying socioeconomic contexts in which people are located, as
it may be rational for some to have smaller families while not being the case for others.
Yet, India’s NPP does not recognize the socioeconomic contexts of family size or
reproduction, instead “rationalizing and universalizing the idea that high fertility rates are a
consequence of unmet needs, lack of education, and a lack of access to reproductive healthcare
and family planning services” (Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.49). Moreover, by linking women’s
empowerment to fertility control, India’s NPP attempts to flatten differences between social
castes and classes in terms of economic access and resources, thus positioning high fertility rates
and large families as the cause for social inequity. In doing so, the NPP constructs social
complexity into a “simple problem-solution formula where suggested solutions can be applied
universally” (Mbisamakoro, 2014, p.50). In the case of women’s empowerment and fertility
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control, the presumption exists that women lack empowerment due to high rates of fertility that
prevent access to the market. The “solution,” in this context, is to increase access to
contraceptives and family planning services so that women can limit their family size and
fertility, and by extension, become productive citizens within the neoliberal market.
However, by focusing on fertility control as a means for women’s empowerment, India’s
NPP limits discourse on reproduction by understanding reproduction and fertility outside of the
social contexts in which it is imbedded. In other words, the NPP “attempts to rationalize and
universalize the specificities of certain social classes” (Mamadani, 1972, p.128) in regards to
reproduction, wherein the reproductive behaviors/norms of middle- and upper-caste families are
constructed as the ideal norms for all families regardless of their social positionalities. By
understanding reproduction and population growth as a natural phenomenon, rather than a social
one, several consequences arise. First, as I have argued above, “rationality is a product of
particular social and historical contexts” (Mamdani, 1972, p.128), meaning that the small-family
norm and limiting fertility does not, in certain contexts, make sense in terms of women’s
empowerment. Limiting fertility and adopting the small-family norm can, in some cases,
disempower women, as economic security that comes with a larger family is removed. As
Bhatnagar and Dube (2012) state,
the postcolonial state’s [population policy] strips the rural poor woman of her
only resource and without changing any of the material economic conditions that
causes her poverty, persuades her that the simple fact of less children and less
labor power will result in more prosperity and better conditions for her. Thus, the
state ignores the root cause (her poverty) and attacks the symptom (her many
children). (p.10)
Second, understanding women’s empowerment in terms of economic access and fertility control
ignores the ways in which women’s fertility and reproduction is contingent on multiple social
factors, so that women’s empowerment cannot simply be understood in relation to fertility
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control and economic access as it does not account for social complexity. In particular, as DixonMueller (1994) posits, understanding women’s empowerment in relation to fertility control fails
to account for the ways in which women’s reproductive decisions are facilitated by multiple
social actors, including their husbands and oftentimes mothers-in-law (p.145).
Third, the construction of women’s empowerment via fertility control relies upon a
eurocentric framework that understands reproduction and reproductive behavior within a
framework of individual choice and individual-level decision making. By positioning
reproduction in relation to individual choice, “women are seen as backward target audiences of
interventions who can be persuaded through interventions” to adopt contraceptives and accept
the small-family norm (Basnyat & Dutta, 2011, p. 345). This is particularly consequential for
subaltern women, as I demonstrated in chapter three, as India’s population policy history reflects
periods of coercive family planning practices at the national level. While coercive family
planning at the national level was removed during the mid-1990s as a target-free approach was
implemented, Rao (2004) has observed that coercive practices still remain in place at the state
level, as these practices have become entwined within neoliberal empowerment discourse as a
means to justify coercive family planning (p.14). As such, the social consequences of
constructing women’s empowerment in relation to fertility control not only replicate reductionist
understandings of reproduction and empowerment in relation to social positionalities, but these
reductionist understandings have, and continue to, negatively impact the lives of subaltern
women through specific social practices.
5.3 Reproductive Essentialization and Bio-Politics
According to Schurko (2012), women’s bodies are discursively constructed “primarily as
a ‘political body,’ a space where the state and institutions apply their knowledge and power,
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manifested in both disciplining practices and bio-politics” (p.260). Reproduction and
motherhood mark women’s bodies as the site of both disciplining practices and bio-politics, as
women’s bodies are disciplined through practices and mechanisms applied directly to the body,
such as contraceptives, while also being constructed as the “cornerstone of the reproduction of
the population” (p.260). As seen within India’s NPP, disciplinary procedures related to
manipulating the female body (e.g., contraceptives, family planning) and regulatory mechanisms
intended to encourage women to carry out their reproductive functions are central features of this
policy. The result of this construction, wherein women’s bodies are “political bodies,” is that the
nation-state, as well as NGOs, becomes increasingly involved with regulating and legislating the
female body to not only ensure that they fulfil their reproductive function, but that this
fulfillment is done “correctly”.
Although women are expected to fulfil their reproductive function and become mothers,
reproducing India’s future generations, these reproductive functions are embedded within social
structures and positionalities, wherein certain bodies are perceived as sites that warrant
considerable regulation and legislation. Subaltern women have historically and contemporarily
been the focus of policies intended to regulate as well as limit reproduction, as unbridled
population growth amongst certain castes, classes, and religions has been perceived to be
consequential to the nation-state. While, for the most part, discursive features of India’s NPP
reflect a commitment towards regulating motherhood to ensure that women fulfill their
reproductive functions, it’s necessary to recognize the ways in which the bodies and reproduction
of subaltern women are seen as sites for reproductive regulation. Through statements such as
“high fertility due to unmet need for contraception” (GOI, 2000, p.5) and “urgent steps are
currently required to make contraception more widely available” (p.5), India’s NPP implicitly
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constructs subaltern reproduction as something that needs to be guided and controlled by the
nation-state, as they are not able to engage in “informed” or “responsible” reproductive practices.
This construction of subaltern reproduction is informed by colonial overpopulation discourse,
which perceives the subaltern as being irrational for having too many children and failing to
regulate fertility through family planning. By marking subaltern reproduction as a site of
intervention for the nation-state, subaltern women are perceived to be “aggregated uteruses and
prospective perpetrators of overpopulation” wherein they are “reduced to numbers, targets,
wombs, tubes, and other reproductive parts” (Green, 2000, p.28).
The impact of the NPP on the actual social practices of family planning are most readily
seen in relation to attempts of controlling subaltern reproduction. The consequences of marking
subaltern reproduction as a site for regulation and control have been well documented within
India, with coercive family planning practices continuing to be implemented disproportionately
at the state level. Scholars such as Bhattacharya (2007) have observed that coercive state-level
policies have typically been implemented within states that have high percentages of low-caste,
Muslim, and poor populations, where fertility and population rates remain high (p.58). Often
employing cash incentives and social disincentives to persuade couples to adopt family planning,
state-level population policies demonstrate that although India’s NPP does not explicitly address
subaltern reproduction, implicit discursive constructions of subaltern reproduction influence the
ways in which fertility and population growth is understood at the state and local policy levels.
This, in part, has contributed to sterilization prevalence within India, as female sterilization
remains remarkably high as a means to limit fertility and unwanted pregnancy. Within the
context of population policy, sterilization prevalence “provides a ‘snapshot’ of overall levels of
sterilization use, measuring the number of people in a population using this method at a given
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point in time” (EngenderHealth, 2002, p.17), with India’s sterilization prevalence as a whole
around thirty-four percent (Oliveira et al., 2014). While this percentage has remained fairly
consistent over the past decade, Padmadas et. al (2014) and Singh et. al (2012) have noted that in
within some states in North and South India, sterilization prevalence rates are around sixty-six
percent,- almost double the nation-state prevalence (Singh et al., 2012, p.178). Female
sterilization in particular remains the preferred method of limiting pregnancy, with many couples
undergoing sterilization without employing short-term contraceptives to space births or to plan
their families.
Although numerous studies have been conducted to understand female sterilization
prevalence in different states within India, and many different factors have been attributed to this
prevalence, social demographics of population point to the ways in which subaltern populations,
in part, account for female sterilization prevalence. South Indian states in particular have
considerably high female sterilization rates due to the composition of its population, with high
percentages of low-caste, Muslim, and poor demographics (Heil et al., 2012, p.4). In these states,
family-planning options are often limited to what doctors and healthcare providers in clinics and
hospitals order and provide to their clients, despite the NPP declaring “fertility regulation and
contraception within a wide basket of choices” (GOI, 2000, p.3). Provider attitudes also account
for a high female sterilization prevalence in particular states within India, as attitudes about
intelligence and educational attainment affect the types of contraceptives offered to couples. In a
contraceptive study conducted by Bhawan (2007) in South India, it was found that attitudes of
healthcare providers towards particular demographic populations greatly affected the types of
contraceptives offered, as contraceptive choices and information “were likely to be withheld
from poor or poorly educated clients because providers believed that without some basic
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education or awareness, women would not be able to absorb information, voice concerns, or seek
clarification” (p.12). As this quote demonstrates, despite shifts in population policy paradigms,
Malthusian population discourse within India continues to inform perceptions of subaltern
populations, which, in turn, affects the health and family planning outcomes of particular
populations.
As such, the discursive construction of reproductive essentialization within India’s NPP
positions the subaltern as hyper-visible within policy, as the reproductive body of subaltern
women is viewed as a site of nation-state control and regulation. While, as discussed in chapter
four, Indian women are perceived as wives and mothers who can and will bear children, this
reproductive capability is highly regulated and dependent on the social positionality of women.
For subaltern women, perceptions of overpopulation and the “as-if woman of natural fertility”
impact how motherhood and reproduction are understood, as the nation-state, NGOs and
international governmental organizations attempt to shape motherhood and reproduction in very
particular ways. Through the institutionalization of motherhood, wherein multiple state and nonstate actors are involved in providing care for the female body, motherhood and reproduction are
shaped by understandings of middle and upper-caste motherhood and reproduction, as
“responsible family planning” and the “educated and productive citizen” have come to represent
idealized motherhood/reproduction within an Indian context. Consequently, this representation
of motherhood and reproduction is specific to particular social positionalities and demographic
categories, with government and non-government actors enforcing this idealized representation
through coercive and non-coercive means. Although the most visible aspects of this enforcement
are high rates of female sterilization and contraceptive prevalence, it’s also important to
recognize the ways in which political discourse on motherhood and reproduction shapes
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perceptions of political actors in regards to formal policy crafting, which in turn affect the lives
and well-being of subaltern women.
5.4 Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the impact of the text (i.e., policy) on social
practices and behaviors, specifically that of reproduction. Guided by two central questions, this
chapter attempts to understand: 1) How does the text affect social practices and behaviors in
regards to particular gendered, racialized, and classed bodies? and 2) What impact does the
language of the NPP have on the social practices of family planning and population growth
reduction within India? Focusing on three themes: women’s empowerment, fertility control, and
reproductive essentialization, this analysis demonstrates that subaltern women are impacted by
formal and discursive features of the text, particularly in terms of family planning and
reproductive behavior. Through my discussion of women’s empowerment, I demonstrate that
empowerment as defined within the NPP favors that of economic access, with considerable
attention granted towards empowerment programs and initiatives centered on women’s economic
empowerment. The result of defining women’s empowerment in terms of economic access is that
nation-states, NGOs and funding organizations may implement programs and initiatives, such as
micro-financing, that, rather than empower women, result in further marginalization and inequity
as structural inequality and power relations are reinforced.
Following this analysis, I then turned my attention to fertility control as a social practice,
which was closely linked to women’s empowerment within the NPP. Through this analysis, I
argue that India’s NPP does not recognize the socioeconomic contexts of family size or
reproduction, wherein a one-size-fits-all understanding of fertility and population growth ignores
the ways in which family size and fertility are dependent on women’s social positionality and
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other social factors. In my last section of analysis, I attempted to understand the social
consequences of reproductive essentialization in relation to bio-politics. In particular, I
demonstrated that reproduction and motherhood mark women’s bodies as the site of both
disciplining practices and bio-politics, as women’s bodies are disciplined through practices and
mechanisms applied directly to the body, such as contraceptives, while also being constructed as
the producers of children. By analyzing the ways in which India’s NPP implicitly constructs
subaltern bodies as sites that warrant attention and control, this analysis attempts to position
reproductive practices, such as sterilization prevalence, in relation to this discursive construction
to examine the social consequences of population policy that perceives the subaltern in fixed
discursive terms.
The findings from this analysis are important to my continued discussion regarding
paradigm shift in that policy paradigms shape and guide social practices and behaviors. When
paradigm shifts occur, social practices and behaviors change as well (Rosado, 1997, p.1). Within
the realm of policy, paradigm shifts change social practices and behaviors through the reallocation or creation of resources, programs, and institutions to support this new paradigm. As
demonstrated in this chapter, the discursive construction of India’s NPP according to a neoliberal
policy paradigm means that social practices and behaviors, particularly those of the nation-state,
are shaped accordingly. Given that the NPP is premised upon a neoliberal paradigm that grants
primacy to the market and economic development, this results in nation-state practices that
facilitate these objectives. As seen in this chapter, women’s empowerment through micro-loans,
fertility control through the small-family norm, and reproductive essentialization serve to
restructure and re-conceptualize the post-colonial state to encourage economic development and
modernization.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and examine India’s National Population Policy
of 2000 from a transnational feminist lens to understand whether India’s NPP represent a
paradigm shift in how the nation-state conceptualizes and addresses population growth via
formal population policy. To answer this question, I employ transnational feminist theory within
political discourse analysis methodology, which was facilitated through three levels of analysis:
situational, textual, and social. PDA as a methodology was important to this scholarship in that
it attempts to understand the process of political discourse construction by political actors within
political institutions and the impact of political discourse on the social world.
Study Findings
In chapter three I attempted to understand the political and historical contexts in which
the NPP was created. Analyzed from a transnational feminist lens of knowledge production, I
traced population discourse from colonial occupation through independence to examine how
population growth was conceptualized, and the actors involved in shaping discourse. Informed
by Spivak’s concept of imperialist epistemic violence, my analysis of knowledge production
attempts to understand why and how the subaltern is absent within processes of knowledge
production. Through this chapter, I demonstrate that population discourse and knowledge
production within India has been a primarily exclusionary process. Occurring within
governmental structures, the voices of colonial officials, including British and Indigenous and
upper-caste economists, Indian Nationalists, birth control advocates, demographers, and political
actors, were privileged in discourse production. Creating an “othering” and maintain the silence
of subaltern voices and knowledges, members of India’s lower castes, Muslims, and rural poor
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have been predominantly excluded from formal political structures that facilitate discourse and
knowledge production, particularly that of population policy.
This chapter also demonstrates that India’s history as a colonial territory informs
processes of discourse and knowledge production. Through this analysis, I found that India’s
knowledge production following independence as represented by five-year development plans,
was based upon elitist Nationalist discourse that had developed during colonization. However,
through the introduction of NGOs and IGOs into India’s political structures, knowledge and
discourse evolved to reflect population growth concerns related to Global North hegemony. The
focus of knowledge and discourse production became that of population control for the sake of
demographic transition. Evolving into coercive population paradigms, efforts were made by
India’s political actors as well as IGOs during the late twentieth-century to shift away from
development based population paradigms and towards policy focused on reproductive and child
healthcare (RCH). Facilitated by the ICPD, this shift towards reproductive healthcare resulted in
India’s NPP, which is based upon the RCH policy framework advocated for during conference
proceedings. In this regard, the RCH framework represents a paradigm shift, as old forms of
knowledge regarding population growth and development were replaced with new knowledge
focused on balancing social and economic development through reproductive and child
healthcare.
In chapter four, I engage transnational feminist textual analysis of the NPP in order to
understand the ways in which situational context of knowledge (policy) production affects the
discursive features of the text. Guided by the postcolonial feminist concept of palimpsest, this
chapter asks what voices and knowledges are present/absent within the text and how the presence
or absence of particular voices and knowledges impacts what is recognized and regarded as
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important. Through textual analysis of India’s NPP, specifically discursive themes of women’s
empowerment and reproductive essentialization, I demonstrate that discourse within India’s NPP
reflects the absence of subaltern voices due to the neoliberal framework upon which the NPP is
based. Within this framework, the voices of the subaltern are not recognized, as primacy is given
to neoliberal actors and institutions. By keeping the subaltern silent, the NPP represents
discursively constructed desires and meanings of the nation-state, wherein the goal of policy
continues to be economic development and modernization through the re-construction of postcolonial subjects. Subsequently, the discursive commitment to economically driven population
paradigms through neoliberalism demonstrates that while the NPP is based upon the RCH
framework, India’s political actors continue to draw upon particular types of paradigms that
replicate previous understandings of population growth in relation to the nation-state.
In chapter five, I engage in social analysis to examine the impact of the text of the NPP
on social practices and behaviors, specifically that of reproduction. This chapter is guided by two
questions, which attempt to understand the affects of the NPP on social practices for particular
gendered, racialized, and classed bodies and the impact of language within the NPP the social
practices of family planning and population growth reduction within India. Focusing on three
themes -women’s empowerment, fertility control, and reproductive essentialization- this analysis
demonstrates that subaltern women are impacted by formal and discursive features of the NPP,
particularly in terms of family planning and reproductive behavior. Through my analysis of
women’s empowerment, I demonstrated that empowerment as defined within the NPP favors
that of economic access, with attention granted towards empowerment programs and initiatives
centered on women’s economic empowerment. The result of defining women’s empowerment in
terms of economic access is that nation-states, NGOs and funding organizations may implement
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programs and initiatives, such as micro-financing, that rather than empower women, result in
further marginalization and inequity as structural inequality and power relations are reinforced.
I then turned my attention to fertility control as a social practice, which was closely
linked to women’s empowerment within the NPP. I argued that India’s NPP does not recognize
the socioeconomic contexts of family size or reproduction, wherein a one-size-fits-all
understanding of fertility and population growth ignores the ways in which family size and
fertility are dependent on women’s social positionality and other social factors. In my last section
of analysis, I analyze the social consequences of reproductive essentialization in relation to biopolitics. In particular, my analysis demonstrates that reproduction and motherhood mark
women’s bodies as the site of both disciplining practices and bio-politics. Women’s bodies are
disciplined through practices and mechanisms applied directly to the body, such as
contraceptives, while also being constructed as the producers of children. Through analysis of
India’s implicit construction of subaltern bodies as sites that warrant nation-state control, this
analysis positioned reproduction practices, specifically sterilization prevalence, in relation to
discursive constructions of subaltern reproduction to examine the social consequences of
population policy that constructs the subaltern in static discursive terms.
Through PDA, the findings from this study suggest that India’s NPP does represent a
paradigm shift of sort, but not necessary for the betterment of India’s women. While the policy
framework of the NPP is premised upon the RCH approach, which was a paradigm shift at the
policy level, textual and social analysis demonstrate that the focus of India’s NPP continues to
understand population growth as something that needs to be tightly monitored and controlled by
the nation-state. The discursive commitment to economically driven population policy through
neoliberalism shows that although the NPP includes issues related to women’s empowerment
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and health, India’s focus continues to be economic development. These findings were further
supported through analysis of social practice, which found that women’s empowerment
initiatives and programs continue to focus on economic aspects of empowerment while ignoring
social structures and power inequalities that impact other aspects of women’s lives. As MenonSen (2010) notes, “economic empowerment may marginally improve women’s status within
households or communities, but it does not automatically spill over into other dimensions of
gender relations or eradicate deeply entrenched biases” (p.175). In other words, by focusing on
women’s empowerment strictly in terms of economic access, existing social and power
inequalities are not acknowledged, meaning that women are simply integrated into the market
without any efforts to address social inequalities and power relations that impact women’s lives.
The consequence of this narrow focus of women’s empowerment is that through neoliberalism,
nation-states, NGOs, and international governmental organizations can claim women’s
empowerment through programs and initiatives that further marginalize subaltern populations.
Moreover, my analysis found that social practices of reproduction within India continue
to be understood in relation to subaltern fertility control for the sake of nation-state economic
development. Consequently, family planning practices continue to target subaltern reproduction
through coercive and non-coercive means, resulting in contraceptive prevalence and disparity
amongst various demographic groups. As such, my findings suggest that although India’s NPP
declares that “the overriding objective of economic and social development is to improve the
quality of lives that people lead, to enhance their well-being, and to provide them with
opportunities and choices to becomes productive assets in society” (GOI, 2000, p.1), the focus of
this policy continues to elevate economic development over that of social development and wellbeing. For this reason, my scholarship concludes that India’s NPP does represent a paradigm
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shift as political actors and institutions drew upon new types of knowledge that understands
population growth within the context of neoliberalism. However, as my social analysis above
demonstrates, this has not necessarily been a positive paradigm shift for India’s women and
marginalized communities.
Study Limitations
The main limitation to this study is a lack of access to debate transcripts or documents
detailing debate within India’s central government in regards to population policy. While India’s
population plans and policies were available to view on their government website, the actual
debates and discussions regarding particular plans/policies were not made available. This means
that this study can only offer a partial view in terms of policy creation, as potentially important
discussions and debates that lead to the creation of policy are absent. It is also important to
acknowledge that my research methodology, PDA, approaches population policy research from a
very specific standpoint. This means that the types of questions I ask and the types of answers
produced in this scholarship are limited. In particular, PDA can only provide a partial view of
policy impact upon individuals and communities, meaning that one cannot understand the “on
the ground” impact of these policies in their entirety.
Future Research
As discussed in chapter one, India’s population policies have been critically analyzed
from three dominant themes: 1) the historical development of population policy; 2) reproductive
health and family planning; and 3) the RCH and Target-Free Approach. While these methods of
analyzing population policy are important to understanding policy crafting and program
implementation in the Global South, these methods tend to be very ‘siloed’ in terms of
understanding policy within larger social and political contexts. Population policy necessitates
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analysis outside of singular fixed methods in order to fully understand not only how population
policies are created, but how they are discursively constructed and implemented (Halfon, 2007,
p.8). For this reason, PDA of India’s population policy has the potential to enrich fields of study
related to policy, family planning, and women’s reproductive healthcare by offering a multilayered framework in which to engage in policy analysis.
This study also has the potential to improve transnational feminist praxis in terms of
women’s reproductive healthcare. The issue of reproductive healthcare has been predominately
occupied by white, western, women from the Global North wherein the focus has been on
reproductive rights and ensuring legal protection for women’s choices. Although legal
protections for reproductive choice are important, it is also necessary to recognize that
reproductive healthcare exists outside of the simple ‘choice’ paradigm. This rights based
paradigm has largely failed women of color, subaltern women, and women from the Global
South for the inability to understand complexity in relation to women’s reproductive healthcare
(SisterSong, 2017). For this reason, it is necessary for feminist scholars and activists to recognize
the ways in which rights based paradigms further oppress and marginalize already marginalized
people and communities. Moving away from rights based paradigms towards one of reproductive
justice is necessary if we are to address and dismantle imperialist, white supremacist, capitalist,
patriarchy.
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Appendix A: Five-Year Development Plans
India’s Five Year Development Plans: 1951-1997
Date

First Five-Year
Plan 19511955

Second FiveYear Plan
1956-1961

Third Five-Year
Plan 1961-1966

Fourth Five-Year
Plan 1969-1974

Fifth FiveYear Plan
1974-1979

Sixth FiveYear Plan
1980-1985

Seventh FiveYear Plan
1985-1990

Eighth FiveYear Plan
1992-1997

Domestic
Actors
Involved
in Plan
Creation

India’s Central
Government:
Prime Minister,
Planning
Commission

India’s Central
Government:
Prime Minister,
Planning
Commission

-India’s Central
Gov.: Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission
-Family planning
organizations

India’s
Central Gov.:
Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission

India’s
Central
Gov.: Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission

IGOs and
NGOs
Involved
in Plan
Creation
or
Influence
Main
Objectives

International
actors and
NGOs were not
actively
involved with
the creation of
the plan.
-Balance
population
growth with
economic
development
-Improve
standard of
living
-Improve
maternal and
child health

Funding
NGOs: Ford
Foundation,
Rockefeller
Foundation,
Population
Council
-Continued
emphasis on
economic
development
-Creation of a
program for
family
limitation and
population
control
- Family
planning in
hospitals and
clinics

-India’s Central
Gov.: Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission
-Family
Planning
Association of
India
-Funding NGOs
-World Bank

-World Bank
-U.N. Population
Division

-World Bank
-U.N.
Population
Division

-World Bank
-U.N.
Population
Division

India’s
Central Gov.:
Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission,
Department
of Family
Welfare
-World Bank
-U.N.
Population
Division
-NGOs

India’s
Central
Gov.: Prime
Minister,
Planning
Commission
, Department
of Family
Welfare
-World
Bank
-U.N.
Population
Division
-NGOs

-Stress the
importance of
family planning
in stabilizing
population
growth
-Expansion of
family planning
services
-Introduction of
long-term
contraceptives

-Contraceptive
targets:
Sterilization and
IUD insertions
-Widen
acceptance for
oral and
injectable
contraceptives
-Reduce birth rate
to 32 per
thousand from 39
per thousand
-Increase
conventional
contraceptives
-Creation of
Department of
family Planning

-Topmost
priority to
family
planning
-Increased
male
sterilization
-Increased
acceptance of
IUDs for
women
-Enforcement
of the small
family norm

-Bring
family
planning
efforts at the
center stage
of
development
-Goal of
reducing net
population
growth to
one by 1996
-Focus on
health related
issues tied to
population
growth

-Couple
protection
rate of 42%
-Birth rate
reduction to
29.1 per
thousand
-Stipulated 31
million
sterilizations
-21.25
million IUD
insertions
-14.5 million
conventional
contraceptive
users
-Universal
immunization
program

-Containing
population
growth
-Reduce
birth rate to
26 per
thousand in
1997
-Stressed the
need of a
national
population
policy
-Suggested
an intersectoral
approach
-Target
based
approach
eliminated
-Child
Survival and
Safe
Motherhood
Program
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Paradigm

Health and
welfare of the
family: family
planning to
secure better
health for
women and
children

Economic
development
through
population
control

Planned
Development

Major
Historical/
Political
Event(s)
That
Influenced
Plan

Indian
Independence

Introduction of
NGOS and
International
actors from the
Global North

-Cold War
concerns over
Communism

Outcome
of Plan

Population
growth
continued to
increase
despite efforts
to increase
access to
family
planning
clinics.

Population
growth
continued to
increase
despite efforts
to control
population
growth through
increased
access to
family
planning

-Continued
population
growth
-Increased usage
of long-term
contraceptives

-Demographically
driven planned
economic
development:
demographic
rational for
family planning
-Target approach
to family
planning
-Economic and
development
stagnation
-Loan
requirements
through the
World Bank

-Economic
development
following
economic
stagnation
-Coercive
family
planning

-Economic
development
-Target
based family
planning

-Economic
development
through
increased
access to
general and
reproductive
healthcare

-Emergency
Period 19751977
-Economic
Stagnation

Bucharest
Population
Conference

Increased
activism from
transnational
feminist
within and
outside India

-Population
growth continued
to increase
-National
emphasis on
long-term
contraceptives
-Coercive family
planning
practices

-Suspension
of
constitutional
rights of
India’s
citizens
-Mass
sterilization
camps
-Defeat of
Congress
Party in 1977
general
election

-Slight shift
to include a
focus on
women’s and
children
health within
family
planning
efforts
-Continued
emphasis on
target driven
family
planning
-Continued
population
growth

-Despite
efforts to
decrease birth
and death to
control
population
growth,
India’s
population
growth rates
remained
steady.
-Slight
increase in
family
planning
utilization

-Community
needs
approach to
family
planning
-Economic
development
through
social
development
-Increased
activism
from
transnational
feminist
within and
outside
India.
International
shift from
strictly
economic
development
to include a
focus on
healthcare
-Targets
eliminated at
the national
level
-Targets
remained at
the statelevel
through state
lead
population
policies
-Efforts to
create a
national
population
policy
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Appendix B: India’s National Population Policy of 2000
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